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Digital

Optical Cable

•Optical TX's

Fusion Splicers

•24 NTSC or 20 BTSC per

•Full line

•Single fiber

Rack & Strand

fiber at 2.4 Gbps

High Power Iasers
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•Multi fiber

•FutureFlex air blown
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Construction Services

fiber system
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The Perfect Marriage
of LIGHT and AIR.

MC2 .650
UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC 2
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.

MC 2 Feeds The Future
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36 The ATM payoff

By Todd J. Schieffert, ADC Telecommunications

Cable system operators who expect to offer telephony via alternate access or deliver video on demand in the future need to
understand asynchronous transfer mode, or ATM, technology
now, according to the author. This article explains what ATM
is, how it works, how it can be integrated into acable system
and the caveats associated with the up-and-coming technology.

44 Managing multiple videos
By Bert McCoy, Prevue Networks

If the strategists are right, cable systems of the future will offer
literally hundreds of channels of video, both in broadcast and
on-demand modes. But how will cable systems ever be able to
control the scores of video streams emanating from their headends? This story explains how Prevue Networks controls the
video it sends out and correlates the network's experiences to
cable systems.

46 Frequency chart
By CED staff

28 Survey says operators
feel FCC's squeeze
By Roger Brown, CED

Government meddling in the form of regulations and competition came in as the top two
industry concerns of the industry in the annual
CED salary survey. While that isn't surprising, the tone of many of the comments is worrisome.

The annual Frequency Allocation Chart is included with this
issue. This year's updates include Personal Communication
Services frequencies and shows the cable spectrum fully channelized all the way to 1GHz. Pull out the chart and put it on
your wall for easy reference.

50 More than dialtone

By Dick Swan and C. Derrick Huang, Northern Telecom

Today, alot of cable MSOs are wrestling with the decision of
whether or not to enter the residential and/or commercial voice
telephony business. It's ahuge potential revenue stream, but
there are numerous issues that have to be considered. This story
explains the services beyond dialtone that acable operator
needs to be prepared to offer before jumping in and swimming
with the sharks.

60 Making the grade

By Jonathan Kramer, Communications Support Corp.

CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Television Engineers.
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So you've just been informed there's going to be an inspection
of your cable system to be sure it's complying with the FCC's
technical standards? What do you do now? This article, from
someone who actually performs those inspections, explains how
you can prepare for an inspection and how you should react
after it takes place.
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The TVM550 expands bandwidth to make agile modulation hotter than ever.
Standard's TVM450 was arevolution —the first frequency agile, PLLcontrolled, broadband heterodyne
modulator capable of near-crystal
performance without heavy postfiltering.
Now the TVM550 is making agile
moduiation hotter than ever.
With the TVM550, you get arebroadcast quality modulator with
noise- and spurious-free RF output
and ultra-stable, artifact-free agile
PLL synthesized tuning anywhere
from 54 to 550 MHz. So you can cover amuch bigger slice of the broadband spectrum with one device.
And if that's not enough to make
the TVM550 sizzle, there's more.
Talk about integration.
Short on rack space (and who isn't)?
The TVM550 is designed to accept
the seamless integration of options,
including the CSG60 BTSC/MTS
stereo generatar and automatic
high-level I.F. switching. By eliminating separate components for
these functions, the TVM550 saves

rack space, external wiring and AC
power requirements, and reduces
heat generated in the headend.
A few refinements.
The TVM550 also offers some very
refined, practical features to make
operations simple and obvious.
Video and RF test ports, asevensegment deviation meter and
BTSC indicator are all conveniently located on the front panel, while
preproganuned FCC frequency offsets are microprocessor controlled
lr exact system requirements.
'The TVM550's advanced circuitry
slim-line design and high level
performance characteristics make
it the hot choice of cable MS0s.

Get it while it's hot.
When you add up all the TVM550
can do, it's easy to see why it's
becoming avery hot seller. But you
don't have to take our word for it.
Call us, and we'll send you complete
specs and pricing. And if that's not
enough to convince you, we'll set it
up and show ycu —in your facility
or ours.
Call today. We want to prove the
TVM550 is one hot idea where you
won't get burned.

The Right gchno1ogy for Right Now.
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N PERSPECTIVE

Given the exploding popularity of the Internet—the huge computer

"network of networks" is reportedly adding millions of users every
year—it's no wonder cable operators like Jones Intercable and
Continental are trying to tap into the home datacom market.But so
far, they've discovered that delivering data over cable
networks isn't very easy.
Reports out of both camps are that some of the RF
modems that are needed to send data over the cable plant
are locking up and blasting the user out of the on-line
connection and making it difficult to get back in. It's a
problem that's apparently spotty, depending on how
"clean" the individual cable system is between 5MHz
and 30 MHz.
Before Iget arash of calls from the vendors, Ineed to
point out that the problems are not all related to their
products. The sub-low spectrum reserved by cable operators for return transmissions is indeed aharsh environment, filled with noise that often drowns out any transmitted information. Cable operators have known about
the phenomenon for years; along with economics, it's the
primary reason that, prior to the arrival of fiber optics in
cable networks, few systems ever activated the return
portion of asystem.
But fiber was supposed to cure two-way's ills by
breaking the cable system into scores of "cells" to effectively reduce the amount of traffic coming back to the
headend. However, the problems experienced by Jones
and Continental are in the coaxial connection between
the home and the node, which poses an altogether different problem.
Engineers say future modems may need to be frequency agile and should include such features as fault tolerance, error correction, improved shielding from ingress and network
management that can detect errors before any crash occurs. These
elements, of course, add cost to devices many think are already too
expensive.
Another issue is standards. If the cable RF modem is to be connected with the Internet, the interface has to be right, or the two
can't talk to each other. It turns out that this issue has yet to be
worked out as well.
The bottom line is this: converting aone-way cable system that
has reliably broadcast entertainment video downstream into an interactive network that sends signals in both directions won't be as easy
as turning amplifiers around or simply dropping in return laser transmitters. It's time to roll up the sleeves and get to work on this one.

Nuts and
bolts of
going
interactive
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New
STEALTH SAM
HANDS
DOWN
WINNER
ON A
RECENT
POLE.
Stealth SAM... Put stealth technology
right in your hand! The new handheld
Stealth SAM is our latest high-performance SAM.
Fast/Full-featured... Use your Stealth
SAM to measure individual carrier
levels, C/N and hum without deactivating channels, even digital signal
levels. Plus, it performs our unique
Sweepless Sweep®, spectrum analyzer
display and, automated FCC 24-hour
testing and logging.

MORE PORTABLE.
JUST AS AFFORDABLE.

Stealth SAM does all this with a5to
1,000 MHz frequency range, standard.
Easy/precise viewing... View the comprehensive collection of measurements
on aconvenient LCD spectrum display
that's easy to see even in bright sun and
under wide temperature extremes.
You'll wonder how we squeezed so
much capability into this high-performance SAM. The Stealth SAM is just
part of the complete line of Stealth products and quality test equipment from
Wavetek.

Ca111-800-622-5515.
Circle Reader Service No. 4

Wavetek...partners in productivity
for over 25 years.
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Alliance formed to foster
wireless digital technology
With an eye toward making the MMDS
industry more competitive with cable television and telephone companies, anew consortium of companies has formed the Wireless
Cable Digital Alliance to develop digital technologies to deliver hundreds of channels over
the air.
This new R&D alliance was created at the
urging of Jon Schumacher, director of engineering and technology at American
Telecasting of Colorado Springs, Colo., the
nation's largest wireless TV company. It
appears to be in direct competition with the
Wireless Cable Research and Development
Center (WCRDC), another consortium created
by the MMDS industry to accelerate the
growth of the industry.
Schumacher said the WCRDC was hampered in its efforts to push technology along
by having multiple companies representing
similar product lines as members. He said
member companies were reluctant to disclose
detailed information in meetings in front of
their competitors.
To combat that, this new consortium chose
just one representative from each major facet
of the wireless industry. Companies that have
committed to join the alliance include: Zenith
Electronics, Microwave Filter, Emcee
Broadcast Products, California Amplifier and
Andrew Corp.
"We're very excited to be abig player in
this," said John Taylor, Zenith spokesman.
"There's alot of enthusiasm for VSB technology in this (industry)."
Schumacher said Zenith was chosen
because of its work on VSB, which was chosen by the Grand Alliance as the transport
mechanism of HDTV over terrestrial broadcast
networks. Given that the wireless industry uses
microwave frequencies to transport video, "it
makes aton of sense for us to use it," he said.
The group intends to actually transmit a
VSB signal by September of this year and
show aworking prototype decoder by
December, Schumacher added.
In addition to developing technology that
will allow consumers to receive between 150
and 300 channels, the alliance intends to focus
on enabling advanced services such as near
video on demand, wireless telephone and
interactive television.
The wireless industry already has four
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experimental licenses to conduct tests of digital
transmission in Colorado Springs, Colo., Little
Rock, Ark., Orlando, Fla. and Ft. Myers, Fla.

NBTel plans network
rebuild with ATM

Northern Telecom has been tapped to supply an end-to-end ATM solution for broadband
networks planned by New Brunswick
Telephone Co. of Canada (see related story,
page 64). NBTel says it will invest $300 million (Canadian) to connect some 300,000 customers throughout New Brunswick to hybrid
fiber/coaxial facilities by 1998, with 20,000
slated to be on line by the end of next year.
All video services will be delivered on a
point-to-point, switched basis, using ATM,
setting it apart from the hybrid fiber/coax
designs planned by U.S. telcos and cable companies in several respects. The $750 per customer target cost, including set-top terminals,
however, is on apar with the U.S. telco costs
for broadband overlays.
The coaxial service areas beyond each fiber
node will be limited to 80 households to eliminate all amplifiers and expand available coaxial bandwidth to 1GHz. Seven ATM switches

Multimedia
content
provider

will be installed throughout the province, each
serving about 30,000 customers. All broadband services will be routed through the ATM
switches, but not all services will be
"switched." Accessing multicast services
would be analogous to channel changing at the
set-top, only it would be done at the ATM
switch. This process, where all signals are
reformatted into ATM packets, means that
each user consumes only the bandwidth
required for the services in use at any moment,
from asingle data stream to the PC to multiple
service streams to several TVs, PCs and other
appliances. Real switching would be limited to
services that are pulled in on demand from
servers or to interactive multimedia communications between end users.
Each household will have an upstream link
of between 3and 10 megabits per second,
allowing for packetized broadband data
exchanges of several types. Telephone service,
currently provided over an all-digital fiber network using twisted pair copper in the distribution plant, will remain separate for at least four
to five years.

BellSouth names Atlanta
video dialtone vendors

BellSouth Corp. finally announced its plans
to deploy interactive television services in a
12,000 home market test in northwest Atlanta.
In the application to the Federal
Communications Commission seeking
approval to begin the test, BellSouth revealed

Figure 1:

NBTel/Northern Telecom
broadband multimedia
network architecture

SONET
fiber-optic
backbone ring

Applications
server

F
-

Digital passive optical network
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Connect With ANew Number.

1-800-639-CA
Here's the number you've been waiting for — abrand new line that puts you
in touch with achoice of winning solutions.
A network of 10 distribution centers to deliver product where you
want it, when you want it
Aw A broad line of products to keep pace with your emerging needs
An experienced cable television industry team that understands
your challenges

For anew choice in CATV equipment distribution, call abrand new number now.

1-800-6,3
eliffrffr
Circle Reader Service No. 5

1-800-639-CATV
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that it plans to utilize ahybrid fiber/coax
topology with amix of traditional analog signals and digital video dialtone services.
If approved expeditiously by the FCC,
BellSouth hopes to offer service as early as the
second quarter of 1995. The network would be
built by BellSouth Telecommunications, the
local service subsidiary of the RBOC.
Plans call for BellSouth to lease about 60
traditional cable TV channels to Vanguard
Cable Corp., acompany owned by Prime II
Management of Austin, Texas. BellSouth
expects to acquire aminority interest in either
Prime or Vanguard later this year.
In addition, the network will offer about 300
digital channels offering content in five broad
categories, including: broadcast entertainment
services, on-demand programs, interactive
video services, data communication services
and transactional service like home shopping.
The big winner likely is Scientific-Atlanta,
which was selected to furnish awide range of
hardware for the trial. Products S-A will contribute include home terminals (both analog
and digital); analog and digital headend gear,
including the Broadband Integrated Gateway
and related software; RF and fiber optic electronics equipment; RF passive gear; and the
CoAxiom telephony over coax system.
Champagne corks probably were also
popped in Boulder, Colo., the home of Probita
Inc. The small software house, which is posturing to take amajor role in defining how operational support systems should be developed to
allow for seamless provision of services over
several different networks, was chosen by
BellSouth to define requirements for OSS and
consult on the integration of awide variety of
vendors and technologies used in the trial.
Probita, which recently unveiled the Prose
software architecture and the Prose Operations
Gateway for OSS, will work with BellSouth to
describe in detail the functionality needed for
billing, customer service and network management as well as specs for video servers and
set-tops.

Test: Transfer time not
an issue in digital era

Cable engineers are sounding several warnings about the coming digital era, but one
issue that apparently won't be aproblem are
network power transfer times, according to
tests performed jointly by ANTEC and Power
Guard using common ferro and redundant
power supplies.
The tests took place at ANTEC's technology
center in Denver in early May. According to
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Michael Lynch, director of product management
for ANTEC, the tests demonstrated that the
transfer time from main to backup battery power
in redundant systems occurs with no loss of data.
During the test, a2.304 megabit per second
data stream was generated using aFireberd
6000A bit error rate test set. The data was then
applied to ANTEC's digital telephony system
to simulate the delivery of digital telephony
signals to acustomer. QPSK data passed
through 3,000 feet of RG-1 1coaxial cable with
three line extenders to asubscriber terminal.
A power failure was simulated by switching
off the six-amp power supply. This caused the
inverter module within its redundant system to
switch to battery back-up. The resulting data
stream from the subscriber terminal was identical to the original data sent by the test set.
Cable engineers are also assessing how
other parameters will be affected by the advent
of digital technology. Issues under consideration are high-level digital compression, the
effect of microreflections and impedence mismatches caused by poor in-home wiring, and a
host of others.
In aseparate and unrelated announcement,
ANTEC said TCI has begun testing its Cable
Loop Carrier-500 broadband digital telephony
system in the MSO's south Florida system.
The field trial of the data/voice-over-cable
technology is reportedly one of the first to
employ cable-telephone technology in an operating business environment. In south Florida, it
involves awork-at-home application for aICI
supervisor and two CSRs.
The project provides two telephone lines
and adata link to each home. Calls from customers arrive at TCI's headend and are routed
from the PBX into aheadend terminal, where
downstream data and telephony signals are
diplexed onto fiber using frequency division
multiplexing in a25 MHz block of spectrum
located above 460 MHz.
At the hub divider (where fiber transitions
to coaxial cable), video, telephony and data
signals are integrated on coax and delivered to
the home. A directional coupler/splitter delivers video signals to the set-top and voice signals to the CLC-500 subscriber unit.
The subscriber unit converts the downstream digital telephony service into analog to
make them compatible with telephone handsets; digital data is routed through amodem
for connection between TCI's main computer
and the CSR's home PC.

Jottings

David Large, the well-known engineer who
held positions with Intermedia Partners, Gill

Cable and acouple of manufacturers, has
teamed with two colleagues from Intermedia to
form anew consulting company. Large, along
with regulations and operations guru Dave
Rozzelle and Ted Liebst, afinancial analyst,
have created Media Connections Group.
"There are alot of new manufacturers who
need guidance, cable companies and cities who
don't understand the new rate structure and
CAPs and RBOCs who need to know more
about our business," says Large. He can be
reached at 510/939-9988 ... The SCIE is
looking for authors to present papers during the
1995 Conference on Emerging Technologies,
slated for Jan. 4-6 in Orlando. Abstracts are
due by Sept. 1. Fax 'em in at 610/363-5898 ...
It's beginning to look like areal shoot-out
between the QAM and VSB factions. Zenith
announced it has licensed 16-VSB technology
to Xing Inc. of Japan for an on-demand
karaoke multimedia network that presently uses
ISDN to send programs over phone lines.
Eventually, Xing intends to enter the movieon-demand arena. Meanwhile, General
Instrument Corp. has licensed its flavor of
QAM technology to Samsung Electronics for
use in the manufacturer's digital television
products ... AT&T and Silicon Graphics
have jointly formed acompany to design and
manufacture video servers. The new company
is called Interactive Digital Solutions ... The
Primestar DBS service owned by aconsortium of cable operators has signed an $80 million multi-year agreement to use TCI's
National Digital Television Center to compress, encrypt and uplink Primestar programming ... LodgeNet Entertainment has been
selected by The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Co. to supply its interactive TV system to 6,300 rooms in
19 hotels. LodgeNet will offer movies on
demand, Nintendo video games and services
including guest surveys, inventory control and
information directories ... It's official! Bell
Atlantic last month was given formal federal
approval to commence the nation's first commercial roll-out of video dialtone service in
Dover Township, N.J. Signals will be transported via BroadBand Technologies' switched
fiber to the curb system, while digital set-tops
will be provided by Philips Consumer
Electronics and Compression Labs ... AT&T
will sell off its U.S.-based copper-exchange,
cable, cords and custom cable assembly business to Cable Systems International, anew
company formed by members of AT&T's
Phoenix manufacturing facility and Citicorp
Venture Capital. The sale was astrategic one,
given that AT&T Network Systems has chosen
to invest in multimedia, networked computing,
wireless and broadband applications. CED
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Moore's Above Ground
Fiber Node Cabinet
Is Worth Looking Into!
Fiber Storage Bracket
is capable of storing up
to 300 feet of Fiber
Optic Cable.

Easy Access Doors
and top are completely
removable for easy,
quick equipment
installations.

Rigid 12 Gauge Frame,
the same as highway
guard rail steel-,ensures
that our cabinet
maintains its shape
during installation and
when fully loaded.

Security -3point locking on both
front and rear doors.
Universal Vertical
Mounting Rods
allow all amplifier
brands to be installed
using their strand
mounting brackets.

Durability -

A powder paint coating

on top of agalvanized
substrate can withstand
all environments

Colors. Moore offers 3
Painted surfaces:
Forest Green, Textured
Almond and Pedestal
Green.

Mounting Base
is set below grade to
ensure the cabinet's
stability.

For wore information about our new
Fiber Node Cabinet or any of our
other innovative fiber management
products, call us today! We want
you lo depend on us!

Seeing the future and responding
quickly with innovative Fiber Optic
Management solutions for CATV,
Data and Telecommunications has
made Moore Diversified Products,
Inc. an industry leader. Believing
that you, our customers, must be
completely satisfied at all times,
will keep us the leader!

IvIOORE
Moore

Diversified

Products,

Inc.

1441 Sunshine Lane •Lexington, Kentucky 40505
800-769-1441 •606-299-6288 •FAX 606-299-6653
United States Representatives:

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc. 800-233-7600 •Patterson Communications 805-940-1546
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ew could match Bill Bauer's versatility. He's been a
carpenter, adisc jockey, alumberjack and an inventor.
Technologically, he's designed everything from burglar alarms and school intercom systems to apatent-pending crop fertilization system using global positioning
satellites with 10 centimeter accuracy.
As he recounts each career adventure, he concludes with abroad smile
and the same three words: "I loved it."
He seems to also love his current
position as owner, president, chief
engineer and reality-based strategist for
Windbreak Cable, which delivers cable
to about 200 subscribers sprinkled
throughout two tiny towns in rural
Nebraska. But Bauer isn't the typical
tiny cable system owner—he's intimately involved in technology issues that
are at the core of the industry's future.
One hint at his entrepreneurial vigor:
non-standard working hours. On the
day of the interview for this article, for
example, Bauer spent the morning
assisting in the repair of a300-foot
radio tower in Nebraska. (In addition to
his multiple roles at Windbreak, Bauer
is acontracted chief engineer for 10
Nebraska radio stations.) He flew into
Denver for a"suppertime conversation," as he called it, and for some
"other business," which he planned on
completing after the interview. Such is
the never-ending schedule of an entrepreneur.
But there's more. Bauer, along time volunteer at the
county fair near his hometown of Gering, Neb., rubs
shoulders each year with musicians from Johnny Cash
to Bruce Springsteen. Last year, for instance, he
propped up country star Joe Diffy—not against ajukebox, but in his pickup—when Diffy needed alift from
the fair to ahotel.

Bauer:
Cable's
reality
checker

By Leslie Ellis

Big things in small packages
Perhaps surprisingly, this small system owner
spends most of his windshield time—he puts in 3,000
miles per month driving "the loop" between his Gering
home and his two systems, in Harrison and
Lyman—thinking about high-tech issues.
"My biggest challenge will be to find asingle platform which delivers telephony, video telephony and
high speed data to systems with 1,000 or less subscribers," says Bauer, adegreed engineer from
Southeast Technical Community College in Milford,
Neb. He adds: "More than 7,000 of the nation's 12,500
cable systems have less than 1,000 subscribers. If we
can solve these problems in the tiny systems, we can
solve them more easily in the larger systems."
Not that he isn't trying. Bauer, who calls himself a
renegade amongst some of his engineering contempo-
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raries, is now deeply entwined in CableLabs—an organization he joined four years ago simply because he
wanted access to its weekly technology news bulletins.
These days, Bauer's activities far surpass passive
information consumption. Two years ago, he joined the
group's Telecommunications subcommittee; last year he
was picked to chair CableLabs' Internet working group.
"They (other CableLabs MS0 representatives)' don't
know what to do with me at times," Bauer laughs. "I'm
the smallest operator they have, so that sometimes means
I'm the voice that brings discussions back to reality."

Hyped by reality
For Bauer, those cable realities surfaced eight years
ago, when he acquired the Lyman cable franchise. At
the time, Bauer was doing custom carpentry work during the day and DJ-ing for alocal radio station at night.
"I knew Ihad to either add about 10 people and grow
the business exponentially, or start thinking about a
different line of work," Bauer recalls.
In the end, the different tine of work won out.
Bauer's younger brother already knew the cable construction business, from astint with ICI. So, the two
borrowed atrencher, pickup truck and bucket truck
from neighboring Cable USA "in the winter, while
they weren't using it," and built the 123-customer
Lyman system.
Two years later, in 1988, Bauer acquired the
Harrison franchise and built it with his father, who had
recently retired. "He helped me every day," Bauer says.
"It was like finding anew friend, all over again."
It's that kind of camaraderie that seems to characterize Bauer's neck of the woods—or cornfields, as the
case may be. During Nebraska snowstorms, for example, the local snowplow operator waits for Bauer to
swallow the last few drops of hot coffee at Sioux
Sundries, alocal Harrison restaurant, before plowing
off into the storm—with Bauer following close behind.
At home in Gering, Bauer and his wife Janet this
year will celebrate their 20th wedding anniversary. Bill
and Janet, asubstitute teacher and mastermind of
Windbreak's billing and receipt system, have two
daughters: Erin, 11 and Meagan, 8.
Somehow, amid the cable systems, CableLabs projects and myriad other unmentioned projects (like the
cellular air time Bauer resells, for example, and his
participation within the Gering school district, where
he promotes Internet activities), Bauer manages to
squeeze in interests in experimental aircraft, Clive
Custler novels and achocolate bar each day at 3p.m.
So avid is Bauer's obsession with communications,
in fact, that family members say he'd have acellular
phone surgically implanted, if only the procedure was
available. Indeed, he carries acellular phone and two
pagers with him at any given time.
Bauer says people tell him he's too serious. Still, he
has this to say about his colorful background: "If it's
not fun, it's not worth doing."
Ain't that the truth. CIED
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Uninterruptible Power for
Converging Technologies
•Uninterruptible Output Power

Provides reliable powering in the 3to 15 Amp range

Fully Modular Design

Allows easy service and upgrades

A
lpha introduced uninterruptible power to cable in 1986.
The XP Series has since become Alpha's premier

•Temp-Compensated Battery Charging
For maximum battery life and performance

-Plug-in Logic Upgrades

Cab1eUPSTM power supply and the world standard in
uninterruptible power for cable distribution. The reason

Provide both parallel &serial status monitoring

for the XP's popularity is simple. It delivers clean,

•Alpha's Proven Reliability

reliable, uninterruptible power that keeps your system

With tens of thousands in use throughout the world

operational and your customers happy.

For more information

1-880-421-8089

With sales and service offices throughout the world
United States
Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
Fax: (206) 671-4936

Canada
Alpha Technologies
5700 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5.1 5E5
Tel: (604) 430-1476
Fax: (6(4) 430-8908

on the Alpha XP Series, call:

United Kingdom
Alphatec U.K.
5The Astra Centre,
Edinburgh Way
Harlow Essex CM20 2BE
Tel: 44-279-422110
Fax: 44-279-423355

Germany
Alphatechnic
Hansastrasse 8
D-91126 Schwabach
Germany
Tel: 49-9122-997303
Fax: 49-9122-997321
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Middle East
Alphatec
P.O. Box 6468
limassol, Cyprus
Tel: 357-5-375675
Fax: 357-5-359595
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FRONTLINE

P

erhaps we're getting to the end of along and difficult
road. Our negotiations with the Consumer Electronics
Group of the EIA (Electronic Industries Association)
have been long, difficult and personally
troubling for some time.
As you know, Congress mandated
that cable television and the consumer
electronics industries work together to
find ways to improve compatibility
between cable systems and new consumer electronics products such as TVs
and VCRs. The FCC, acting upon this
impetus from Congress, first sought
information in anotice of inquiry
(NOI) to which the two industries
responded together. At about the same
time, the two industries began to negotiate on how to actually get all of this
compatibility done.
For the most part, the negotiations
produced alot of the details the
Commission eventually adopted in its
May 4th report and order on compatibility. But the Commission at that time
decided not to adopt one of the items
that had been tentatively negotiated—the
definition of what constitutes adecoder
interface connection for acable-ready
TV or VCR.
The Commission said it recognized
the importance of this particular
methodology for connecting TVs and
VCRs to cable television and that it
understood all of the technical details were not yet
worked out. Therefore, it gave the two industries an
additional 90 days to finish.
If the two industries could not come up with afinalized definition and details for this connector by August
5, 1994, the Commission said it would take the job
unto itself. Nobody wants to see that. The already difficult issues that have arisen in these negotiations seem
to have intensified greatly as we try to settle the last
few details of this decoder interface.
Of the hundreds of technical details necessary to
finalize this item, the vast majority are not, in the traditional sense, controversial or argumentative in any
way. What we come down to however, are two philosophical issues that have caused agreat deal of strife in
the group negotiations.
The first one is the issue of mapping. In mapping, a
cable operator sends aspecific channel on acertain frequency to ahome, but the set-top box in that home displays adifferent channel number than the one that is
actually carrying the signal. This is done mostly to
solve problems with television tuners and direct pickup. In ameeting last year in Chicago, the two groups
agreed that mapping was anecessary activity. In order
to satisfy the concerns of the consumer electronics
industry as to the confusion this might cause acus-

Interface
comes
down to
the wire

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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tomer, we agreed to include language in our report to
the FCC detailing what acable operator would be
required to do to inform consumers that they might
have achannel that's in an unusual place.
Notwithstanding this agreement, the EIA recently
decided to ask the Commission to prohibit mapping.
This caused alot of commotion during ameeting held
recently here in Washington between the two groups.
We've asked that the channel identification plan which
has been jointly submitted to the FCC contain an asterisk that points out that the list of channel numbers and
the frequencies that they occupy be annotated with a
legend for that would say "except for mapping."
This would leave the cable operator free to map as
long as he provided sufficient information so aconsumer with aset-top or cable-ready TV or VCR could
find the channel they want.
The second, and perhaps the most important issue, is
the command set. We presume that if we connect asetback device consisting primarily of adescrambler to
the decoder interface point on aTV or VCR that the
customer-owned remote control must be able to communicate with that set-back device through the IR
receiver and electrical connections leaving the TV set
in the form of aplug.
Certainly, the remote control will be able to control
many functions of the TV set, but some functions are
unique to the set-back decoder—and we would like those
functions to be accessible through the TV set or the VCR.
The debate between the two groups comes over the
fact that we on the cable side would like afull and
complete command set. We simply don't know for sure
what services or functionality we might wish to supply
to our subscribers that might need commands from the
consumer side of the television.
The consumer electronics industry, on the other
hand, wishes to limit their commands to the smallest
set possible. One would suspect the motive is to
eschew built-in features that might compete with features supplied by other vendors. Indeed, aconsumer
electronics manufacturer was heard to respond to the
suggestion that more commands were good this way:
"I'd rather sell them anew TV set than have acompetitor supply these functions."
The fact is, we need to have commands, as do the
competitors who'll be in our business, whether we like
it or not. It's in everyone's best interest for there to be a
full and complete set of commands.
We have tentatively agreed on aset of commands
proposed by the consumer electronics side along with a
group of function keys that will allow us to define the
basic set of commands in avariety of ways. This issue
is not yet resolved completely, but progress has been
made. We're all shooting to have an approved document by the deadline.
I'm hopeful that we meet this deadline but we not
only need to be timely, we need to be complete and we
need to be satisfied with what we've done. I'm hoping
we can get there from here. CIED
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There's a New Addition to Our Family.

They're here! Regal wide body taps from ANTEC —developers of
the first 1GHz tap and line passive products for the cable industry.
Regal 1GHz two-way and four-way wide body taps meet the needs
of your growing network by affording you flexibility in system design
Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)

and construction. These wide body taps allow you to upgrade any

is a "blueprint" for building abroadband network

existing plant to 1GHz without extension connectors.

spectrum. The Regal family of products by ANTEC

that accommodates interactive services in a 1GHz
supports this vision.

Regal wide body taps offer:
• 1GHz bandwidth to accommodate emerging technologies
such as Near Video On Demand, HDTV, and Digital Audio.
• Premium components for superior RF performance and
dependability —the trademark of Regal products.
• Most extensive selection of main line distribution passives
in the cable industry —including narrow and wide body taps
as well as traditional and surge protected line passives.
Contact your local ANTEC representative and meet the new additions

REGAL

to our Regal product family.

/I

by ANTEC

Call 1-800 TO ANTEC.
Circle Reader Service No. 8
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FROM THE H EADEND

T

he terms encipher and encrypt became known as the
process of disguising the original message such that it
could not be read by unauthorized parties. This process
was initiated at the transmitting or originating location. The inverse process of
unraveling the encrypted message
became known as decryption or deciphering.
In the general model of an encrypted
channel, the message signal, called the
plaintext message, is encrypted by the
use of some sort of mathematical,
invertible transformation. In other
words, the incoming information was
rearranged according to one of an
almost infinite number of potential
algorithms. The one algorithm or transformation of the data selected at any
given instant is determined at the transmit end by akey. The output of this
process is called ciphertext (encrypted
information) which can then be transmitted via an insecure public channel.
When an authorized receiver
receives the ciphertext, along with the
decryption key, it decrypts the signal
with the inverse transformation to gain
access to the original plaintext message. While the key may generally be
used for aconsiderable number of
transmissions, it is interesting to note
that if the need arises, the key can be
changed on acontinuous basis for very secure transmissions.

Encryption
fundamentals
and
the DES

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/ Technology,
Jones Intercable
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Types of encryption

Encryption generally falls into two categories called
either block encryption or stream encryption'. In block
encryption, the original plaintext message is separated
into blocks of information of afixed size. Each block
is then encrypted separately from the others with the
sequence of symbols generated with the key. With
stream encryption, there are no blocks. Instead each bit
of information in the data stream is encrypted with the
sequence of symbols generated with the key. If the key
stream repeats itself every so often, the encryption system is called periodic.
The major requirements of any encryption system
are that it provides an inexpensive and relatively simple means of sending encrypted information to any
authorized user who has the appropriate key while
making it difficult and very expensive to decode the
information without the key. Such systems might be
classified as either unconditionally secure, or computationally secure.
Unconditionally secure means that no matter how
much computing power is available to apotential thief,
the encryption system simply will not be broken—perhaps because of an infinite number of keys that are
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being changed continuously. There are some systems
that can be proven to be unconditionally secure, but
they are not typically very practical. Therefore, most
systems are classified as computationally secure, which
means that given that the potential thief is using stateof-the-art computing technology, the system encryption
could be broken in some period of time, generally
specified in years.
The well known Data Encryption Standard (DES),
which is being used in anumber of varied applications
throughout our industry, was originally developed by
IBM and then approved by the National Bureau of
Standards (now known as the National Institute for
Standards and Technology) for governmental use back
in 1977. In 1981, that same standard was adopted by
ANSI, the U.S. commercial standards organization, as
ANSI X3.92, the "American National Standard Data
Encryption Algorithm." In 1986, DES almost became
an international standard when the International
Standards Organization approved it as ISO 8227. At
the last minute, however, the ISO voted not to standardize cryptography, and the standard was never published 2.
DES, as an ANSI standard, is therefore awidely
published3 block encryption system that employs avariable 56-bit key. An input plaintext block of 64 bits is
encrypted into anew ciphertext symbol first through an
initial permutation of the plaintext bits, then 16 rounds
of key-dependent computation, with another permutation added for good measure. For decryption, the same
algorithm is used but is taken in reverse order.

Days are numbered?
Over the years, the DES algorithm has served the
industry and government well in anumber of different
applications. Its days may be numbered, however.
There has been some sensitivity that because the
National Security Agency (NSA) has been involved in
the original design, that it would be able to tap into any
DES encrypted message through "trap doors" that only
it knows about. In addition, many researchers have felt
that the 56-bit key is simply not large enough, given
the level of computational power available today to
just about anyone who wants it.
It has been estimated, for example, that DES can be
broken by exhaustive attack in an average of eight days
using equipment that costs around $1 million constructed from 1992-technology DES chips. Other estimates say that, using technology available in the year
2000, DES could be broken within one week at an
equipment cost of $500,000. It follows that, with the
development of custom ICs and a$1 million investment in equipment, DES could be broken in acouple
of hours4.To date, however, no evidence of successful
attack has yet been published. DES is reviewed every 5
years by the U.S. Government as to its suitability for
use and has been reaffirmed in 1983, 1988, and again
in 1993.
Only time will tell. CUD
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POWERFUL
IMAGES...
POWERED
BY LEON

#1 IN SERVICE
Lectro Power Supply Products
are Designed to Meet the Needs
of the Cable Industry.
The Power of Lectro -Lectro offers awide range of
power supply products created to meet the demanding
requirements of cable installations. These products are the
most dependable you can buy and are backed by people
committed to quality and service.
The Power of Service -Our exceptional staff stands
behind every Lectro product. Dedicated service engineers
help customers assess system needs and determine the
source of problems if they occur. Customer service
representatives provide all of the latest product information
and help determine the best Lectro product for each
customer application. Repairs are done right at the factory
where each repaired unit is automatically upgraded to meet
the latest engineering specifications.
See us at the Eastern Show, Booth 449

If you're looking for atechnological
leader who is committed to providing
quality and service to the cable
industry.., look to Lectro.

Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World

1-800-551-3790
Lectro Products, Inc
420 Athena Drive •Athens, GA 30601
Circle Reader Service No. 9
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C APITAL C URRENTS

T

he FCC's recent decision on equipment compatibility
contained afew surprises, one of them being aprohibition on altering the codes used by infrared (IR) remote
controls. It was asurprise because the
FCC gave no notice it was considering
such arule, and nobody claimed there
was any actual problem that needed to
be corrected.
But the FCC evidently continues to
believe cable operators will do anything to inconvenience their paying
customers, including changing IR
codes to disable customer-owned
remote controls.
The FCC never asked for comments
on the need to regulate IR codes. This
FCC docket was supposed to deal with
compatibility between set-top convertors and TVs, allowing subscribers to
watch one scrambled program while
recording another, and related issues.
The decision also prohibited cable
companies from disabling the remote
control receivers in their set-top convertors, so that subscribers can purchase and use universal IR remotes.
But there was never any proposal to
regulate the codes used by IR remote
controls. It was apparently tossed into
the decision at the last minute.
The specific rule in question is
Section 76.630(c) of the FCC Rules. It
says: "Cable operators may not alter
the infrared codes used to operate the remote control
capabilities of the customer premises equipment they
employ in providing service to subscribers." It was
adopted on May 4, 1994 in Docket No. 93-7.
What the FCC has just done, by prohibiting changes
to IR remote control codes, is prohibit technological
change in the cable industry. And that's abad idea.

FCC
controls
remote
controls

By Jeffrey Krauss,
polishing apples in the
information supermarket
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy of
Rockville, Md.

What are infrared codes, anyway?

The IR code is anumerical value (for example, 7)
that is assigned to aspecific function on the remote
control, such as on/off or channel up. Different convertor models, even those from asingle manufacturer,
might use the same code (i.e., numerical value) to represent different functions. Model 100 might use 7for
on/off; Model 200 might use 7for channel up; and
Model 300 might use 7for aparental control function.
While IR codes are important, the IR transmission
method, which the FCC did not consider, is as important
as the IR codes for achieving the FCC's goal of protecting the subscriber's investment in IR remote controls.
There are at least two different types of IR remote
control transmission methods in use today, including
pulse position modulation (PPM) and carrier modulation. Pulse position modulation employs pulses of IR
that are sent at specified intervals. IR carrier modula-
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tion employs acarrier frequency to modulate the IR
source, and turns the carrier on and off at specific
intervals.
Many cable IR remotes use a38 kHz carrier frequency for IR carrier modulation, but others employ a
26.67 kHz carrier frequency. Those two groups of
products are not interoperable; aset-top convertor that
receives 38 kHz IR signals cannot easily receive 26.67
kHz signals.
And the FCC should also have considered pulse
widths. In some convertors, the digit "zero" is represented by apulse width of 12 milliseconds; the digit
"one" is represented by apulse width of 8milliseconds. But in others, a"zero" is represented by apulse
of 2.25 milliseconds and a"one" is represented by a
pulse of 4.5 milliseconds. And there are awide range
of other values, as well.
If the FCC had followed its normal procedures and
sought comments on regulating IR remote control technologies, it would have known that regulating the IR
codes alone would not be sufficient. But it would also
have learned that there was really no reason to regulate.

Stifling innovation and competition
This FCC rule stifles innovation. It has the effect of
discouraging cable systems from deploying convertors
that use modern IR technology. The rule prohibits a
cable operator from switching from the older PPM
technology to the newer IR carrier modulation technology. And what if more advanced remote control technologies are developed in the future?
What about amulti-format IR receiver? Could it
receive both the newer and older IR technologies and
codes? Such areceiver would need to determine
whether the IR transmission is PPM or carrier modulation, which carrier frequency is being used, and would
need to detect and receive awide range of pulse
widths. But this is probably very difficult to design and
manufacture at areasonable cost. Idon't believe any
such IR receiver now exists.
The FCC rule stifles competition as well as innovation. As apractical matter, acable operator will not be
able to change to anew equipment vendor, because
different vendors use different IR codes, and some treat
their IR codes as proprietary (copyrighted, in effect).
Those vendors do not permit competitors to incorporate their IR codes.

More punishment
This rule was adopted (purportedly) to protect a
consumer's investment in aremote control, and to protect against acable company maliciously changing its
codes to inconvenience its subscribers. But that's not
likely to happen. How much do remotes cost
today—$10 to $15? Subscribers don't need this regulatory protection. This looks like more punishment for
the cable industry. As aresult, numerous companies
have asked the FCC to reconsider this decision. We'll
wait and see whether reason prevails. CIED
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Four new ways to test, troubleshoot, and maintain
your system, The Sencore SL 750 "CHANNELIZERs"TM
and CA 780 "CABLEIZER" were designed by technicians
and engineers like yourself. That's why they have earned the
name "Tech Choice," We believe they will become your choice
for RF signal and cable analyzing now and in the future.
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CA 780

SL 750!

SL750A
SL 750M

We guarantee the Sencore line of RF signal and
cable analyzing instruments to be the best you'll
ever use. Try them for yourself today.
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CALL 1-800-SENCORE

(736-2673)

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls,, SD 57107
Direct (605) 339-0100
Fax (605)339-0317
Circle Reader Service No. 10

T

he most versatile member of the
popular Tricorder family, the

Tricorder Ill measures signal levels, carrier-to-noise and hum, and monitors
leakage -all the tests needed to main-

The newest version of our popular Tricorder distribution meter, but with many added features including
Delta dB mode and increased leak monitoring sensitivity. It measures signal levels, monitors leakage, logs
measurement data and, with our calibrated leakage
option, can perform CLI testing as well.

tain aCATV trunk or active distribution
system. And added signal measurement, leakage and data logging functions plus enhanced leakage sensitivity
make the Tricorder II the world's most
innovative distribution meter. Its new
delta dB function measures aural/visual
or pilot carrier ratios at the push of a
button. Both meters offer anew bagmounted antenna with up to four times
the leakage sensitivity of previous ver-

NEW

"option up" to calibrated leakage

Tricorder Il

JEW sions. And with either model, you can
Tricorder III
Tricorder III does it all! Signal level, hum, and
carrier-to-noise measurement plus leakage monitoring and data logging in one small, convenient package. And calibrated leakage measurement is now
available as an option.

measurement with our new CLI
option pack.

If "New And Improved"
Has Lost Some Meaning,
Just Check This Out
Two new products take leakage measurement into the new era of overbuilds
and digital services.The Super CT channel tag hides adistinctive marker signal
in the system video carrier used for leak
testing, making it easy to identify the
source of signal leakage in "overbuilt"

Super Plus

W

areas. The tag is invisible to the viewer,
but causes aleakage receiver such as
the Trilithic Searcher or Searcher Plus to
emit adistinctive response when in the
vicinity of atagged leak. Our Super
Plus solves another new system maintenance problem: Finding entry points of
signal ingress that can disrupt new digital music and video services. With sensitivity of more than six times previous
designs, the Super Plus also allows you
to pinpoint normal signal leakage problems adistance four times greater than
possible with current leakage detectors.

Now there is aleakage receiver with the sensitivity to
track down signal ingress! Digital audio and video
services are disrupted by signal ingress, but the Super
Plus's increased sensitivity (more than six times that
of our own Searcher Pius) will find the little leaks that
could mean big ingress problems.

TRILITHIC
9202 East 33rd Street • Indianapolis, In 46236
800/344-2412 • Fax 317/895-3613
Circle Reader Service No. 42

No more wondering just whose system is leaking in
overbuilt areas. The Super CT channel tagging system "hides" an identifying signal in the video carrier,
allowing you to use Trilithic or other leakage
receivers to identify the leakage source without false
alarms and wasted hours of investigation.

Super CT
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The DV6000 Universal Digital Transport System
secures your position in the fast-evolving
mainstream of multimedia metropolitan networks.

....... 19

ire

The Power to Adapt
The power to adapt in today's changing
broadband environment defines
tomorrow's success And the supremely
adaptable DV6000 Universal Digital
Transport System tram American
Lightwave Systems is last becoming the
metropolitan area networking vehicle of
choice in both video and telephony
environments.
The DV6000 operates in both headends
and central offices, feeding multipoint
optical supertrunkswith 2.4 Gb/s of
uncompressed video, telephony, and
Al
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high-speed data to growing regions already spanning hundreds of kilometers.
Transporting up to 16 switchable, 140 Mb/s
digital short haul channels over one fiber
wavelength, its power, flexibility, control
and full NEBS compliance mean never
having to say "extinct".
Looking for efficiency? The DV6000 is transparent to all users and their equipment,
preserving signal quality, data integrity and
especially the critical subscriber management information carried in vertical blanking intervals.

It's the only available add/drop
"multimedia multiplexer" that
transports any combination of
baseband video, DS1, DS3, RFscrambled video, multi-level MPEG
signals, 4.5 MHz BTSC carriers, LAN
traffic and CD-quality baseband
audio on asingle fiber.
DV6000 —the natural selection for
your future environment. With DV6000,
the future is real.
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AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

999 Research Parkway Meriden. CT 06450 (203) 630-5770; FAX (203) 630-570'1
Domestic ana International Sales Offices also in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois. Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
Belgium, Canada Japan, Korea, Singapore, United Kingdom, Venezuela.
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side and increased workloads resulting from alack of
help pushing on the other, many techs are feeling the
pinch. "Being on call half of my weekends and holidays gets old," notes a46-year-old tech from the
Southwest. "I feel that Iam stagnating here. Idon't
know how much longer Ican tolerate the boring routine."
The average tech we found is about 39 years old and
is an industry veteran of 12-15 years. He's been with

Manager snapshot
Average age:

41.34

Tenure in industry:
Tenure in company:
Avg. no. subs in system:

12-15 years
7-10 years
10,000-19,999

Avg. monthly cost medical insurance: $82.84
Avg. monthly cost dental insurance:

$22.82

Average number of vacation days:

16.60

Average number of personal/holidays:

8.35

the same company for 7-10 years and most work in
small systems of between 1,000 and 5,000 subs. He
gets 13 vacation days and eight holidays per year.
On average, techs make $28,500 per year. Our survey found the highest-paid tech made $58,000 and the
lowest-paid made $15,000. Medical insurance costs
techs about $83 per month and medical benefits cost
$17.50.
Beyond competition and regulation, techs say their
biggest concerns are struggling to stay current on new

1994 Salaries by region
Managers
1993

Northeast
$47,792.30
$45,310.61

Southeast
$42,627.27
$40,258.18

Midwest
$37,288.23
$35,864.06

West
$41,601.53
$40,061.03

Engineers
1993

$43,448.47
$42,564.63

$39,735.89
$38,380.56

$40,811.84
$39,214.19

$43,853.85
$41,909.38

Technicians
1993

$29,797.50
$28,476.25

$30,533.33
$28,342.86

$25,532.08
$25,072.67

$29,955.82
$29,393.55

Overall
1993

$44,557.75
$43,003.91

$41,123.26
$38,894.13

$37,088.71
$35,408.24

$40,678.87
$39,112.01

technology. In addition, they feel it's difficult to
advance up the ladder into abetter paying job. When it
comes to their jobs, most techs say they're overworked,
running around at afrantic pace and hampered by old
technology that needs to be upgraded but may not be
because of shrinking capital budgets.

Should Istay or should Igo?
Other highlights of the survey include:

34

V Of all questions asked, respondents are most satisfied with their job security and least satisfaction with
their opportunity for advancement. Ranking in between
the two, but still above average, financial compensation.
V Safety training in the workplace is apparently not
much of an issue with most who sent surveys back,
while training on new technologies is. Survey respondents were most satisfied with safety training, then
technical training, followed by personnel management
training and then by new technology training.
V On average, it takes abit more than ayear on the job
to earn aweek of vacation; two years to earn two
weeks off; six years to get three weeks of vacation time
and 12 years to get more than three weeks away from
the job.
V Nearly 93 percent of those surveyed said their
employers pay for them to take education or training
courses.
V A whopping 77 percent said they have taken advantage of that offer by enrolling in education or training
courses. Of those, most have enrolled in National Cable
Television Instute courses. After that, SCTE is most the
most popular method of gaining information.
V Once again, about 90 percent of those who sent back
surveys, when asked to speculate about their futures,
said that they expect to be in the cable industry three
years from now. Considering all the uncertainty over
mergers, acquisitions, regulations and competition, that
might be contradictory. Either that or the respondents
feel as though their jobs are safe for at least the next
three years.
Those who said they would be leaving the industry
for reasons other than retirement most often cited job
stress and "burnout" as the reasons why. Others, of
course feel overworked and underpaid. "The cable
industry seems to want more and more from individuals while giving less monetary compensation than it did
just afew years back," writes a36-year-old California
engineer who makes $34,000, yet plans to leave the
industry. "The regional engineer used to be located
here, but he quit. Imay be next."
A tech in Virginia feels he may have to leave
because he can't be certain he can keep the cable plant
up and running. "My MS0 is reluctant to hire more
people," he says. "With all the responsibilities Ihave, I
do not feel comfortable with CLI and proof testing.
There is not enough time for test preparation to ensure
apassing grade."

Final thoughts
So, while some are sounding cable's death knell,
others simply admit they're overworked, understaffed
and need more training but see abright future for the
industry. It's impossible to know for sure what the
future will hold as the industry consolidates and pursues new revenue streams such as datacom, telephony,
transactional services and more. But this much is for
certain: the technical personnel appear ready to accept
the challenge. CIED
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loaded into ATM cells for transport between ATM switches and ATM
multiplexers, then returned to an MPEG-2 stream for delivery to customers' set-top convertors (ultimately, the ATM network will likely
extend all the way to the set-top).
Traffic shaping transforms the bursty signals associated with compressed video into smooth, constant flows; since the rhythms of
movement in atypical program are so irregular, extra bits must be
stuffed into the signal so that the quantity of transmitted information
is steady. Finally, rate synchronization is the means by which video
signals are matched to the network timing reference. This ensures
accurate bit framing, which is required at the set-top for proper
decompression.
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Telcos and cable
companies both

may ultimately
use ATM

technology for
the same

011 00

Including Parts

SA,

Cable companies are in astrong position to provide competitive
access for business services. For one thing, it takes more than an ATM
switch to build an ATM network—the capacity to support high-bandwidth ATM applications is also needed. Cable companies have this
capacity in their fiber/coax networks, which they're continuously
upgrading with state-of-the-art technology. In fact, many networks have been
intentionally overbuilt, with extra fiber
added for future needs. Considering the
RBOCs' position, many cable companies are likely to conclude that the
future is now.
The RBOCs may have awesome
spending power, but they also have
important regulatory restrictions and an
enormous embedded infrastructure that
simply can't be abandoned. They are,
however, moving ahead with ATM,
albeit conservatively.
They need it to overcome their current, awkward practice of "backhauling"—using multiple overlay networks in
which several redundant lines of communication carry protocol-specific information along the same route
(the improvement is like dispatching asingle translator who speaks
every language instead of adelegation of translators who each specialize in one language).
Of course, the RBOCs are also lining up avideo threat, and they'll
use ATM in that effort, too. So, though telcos and cable companies
confront adifferent set of issues in the near term, both may ultimately
use ATM technology for the same purpose—to create asingle platform
for broadband video and business services delivery. Cable companies
have an opportunity to reach this goal first and establish astrong position. Since they know they can move quickly and they're aware of the
RBOCs' impending video threat, it's likely that many will take advantage of this opportunity.
"I can see that ATM is really taking off," says Rudy Welter, director
of research and development for Cablevision Systems Corp., which is
running atrial ATM network on Long Island linking acancer research
center with auniversity hospital in amedical imaging application.
Welter believes the technology shows tremendous potential, especially
for creating new service opportunities, though he cautions that at this
stage ATM has yet to prove itself in large networks where congestion
control would be aconcern. He also cites interoperability and userfriendly service interfaces as important issues that need to be ironed
out.

purpose.
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SAVE MONEY

Adding ATM to the network
Important questions remain about implementing ATM technology.
How is ATM equipment added to an existing network? Will ATM nullify the value of previous investments? How are video and business services integrated? Unlike some promising developments, which fall
apart when they meet the real world, ATM holds up remarkably well.
Because it handles information of all sorts, for example, it actually
enhances the value of previous investments by working productively
with existing equipment.
Engineering an ATM network to handle video and business services
simultaneously is another straightforward matter. It requires the use of a
modular switching platform that accommodates both new and existing
services and protocols. With auniversal switching chassis and aset of
circuit modules supporting frame relay, switched multimegabit data service (SMDS), cell-relay and constant-bit-rate (CBR) services, network
operators would simply load the chassis with modules to meet the
needs of the area it serves. The SMDS module would accept adata feed
from an SMDS module and convert it to ATM cells; the CBR module
would do the same with avideo feed. Once information is packaged in
cells, the switch itself doesn't care what
it's switching.
Each switch chassis should be located where it can most efficiently collect
and distribute information. In today's
structured, high-bandwidth cable networks, the logical place would be a
master headend or remote headend,
depending on the traffic volume it must
support. This contingency, based on the
fact that real-world markets are diverse
and prone to change, has motivated
some industry suppliers to develop
switches that are both modular and scalable. The availability of small ATM
switches that can be expanded easily
has several consequences:
V there's no need to operate in amajor
market to make good use of an ATM switch;
V alarge market can be served with adistributed set of small switches;
V buying avery large ATM switch may be aticket to inflexibility;
V buying aswitch that's too small may limit capabilities.
An important issue with scalable switches is the capacity of individual building blocks. A switch with a1.2-gigabits-per-second (Gbps)
backplane, for instance, would be insufficient in many scenarios and
would expand in very small steps; a20 Gbps switch, on the other hand,
would expand in giant steps, proving itself cumbersome and inefficient
in most situations. In other words, you don't want to build awall with
shingles or boulders, but with bricks.
A small but capable switch, with abackplane capacity of around 5
Gbps, could be installed initially in the master headend. As service
requirements increase, it could be expanded. With further traffic growth,
additional switches could be placed in remote headends, with the larger
switch in the master headend serving as abackbone. The key, then, is to
find an ATM switch that can meet both present and future needs.

Engineering an

ATM network to

handle video and

business services

simultaneously is
another straightforward matter.

Managing the network
The real challenge is managing an ATM network. Management systems vary according to each manufacturer, so it would be wise to compare network management capabilities. But beware: the talk on this
topic can get very complicated very quickly. Although the aspects of
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network management are nearly endless, afew
key issues stand out, such as billing, performance monitoring and system control.
Billing will take on awhole new light in the
age of interactive, integrated networks. A residential customer will want to pay aunit price
for amovie, whether it's an hour-and-a-half or
two hours long. But some businesses sending
data files may want to pay only for the number
of cells transmitted, while others would prefer

afixed monthly rate. The point is that the
billing system must be flexible enough to support appropriate pricing schemes for diverse
services. This is essential for preserving the
customer's satisfaction and the system's profitability.
Billing should be flexible in other ways,
too. It's possible to establish peak-time and
off-time rates, as well as different rates for different levels of quality. ATM switches can be
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designed to support many different Quality of
Service (QoS) levels, which establish apecking order for throughput based on information
stored in the cell header. By offering several
QoS levels, customers can choose to fly firstclass, coach or stand-by.
A related issue is the switch's buffer capacity. The buffer serves as asort of waiting room
for stand-by passengers; if it's too small, the
buffer will overflow and cells will be lost.
Buffer capacities range in today's products
from around 30 cells per second for customer
premises switches to as many as 125,000 cells
per second for hub switches.
The switch's statistics collection and performance monitoring capabilities are also important, because they provide the proof of service
quality and therefore justify the existence of
different price levels. Evidence of network
reliability is required to attract many business
customers, such as financial institutions.
Performance statistics also can be used to finetune the network for maximum efficiency.
Finally, it's important to know the capabilities of the management system's controller,
which ties all its parts together. How powerful
is it? Does it have an intelligent or adumb
processor? Is it easy to use? How does it provision services and process data? Cable companies should be especially eager to acquire a
capable system because, while they may have
broadband networks in place and the ability to
move quickly, they face acompetitive disadvantage when it comes to network management.
Since the RBOCs have traditionally delivered a
lifeline service, they have had to manage their
networks well; their systems may be aging, but
their results have been outstanding.

CED 94-08

Fax

Circle Reader Service No. 12

If you're interested in ATM, what's holding
you back? Some people are worried about
adopting such anew and different technology.
They can be assured that ATM is not the concern of asmall clique. In fact, the development
of ATM is among the most widespread and
intense areas of research in communications
today. Its development has been tied to standards groups—such as ANSI, ATM Forum,
Bellcore, Frame Relay Forum, ITU-T (formerly CCITT) and the SMDS Interest Group—from
day one. The results are appearing already,
with frequent deployment announcements in
telco, cable and end-user networks.
In the end, each cable company will decide
for itself whether—and when—ATM will play a
role in its operations. When seen as an integrated solution for both video and business
services, the "leap to ATM" looks instead like
the next logical step. CED
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How to manage
random
access video

cable system certainly will not provide applesto-apples comparisons, much of what Prevue
has developed for its unique network needs is
illustrative of the cable system of the future.
The Prevue 10-minute program cycle, fiveminute national break and several special programs in atypical hour provide achallenge for
C
I
video management and control. The system
has several hours of video available in the
"on-line" inventory, and selections are made
to be placed on-line from alarge off-line
library. This is similar to the problems faced
with near video-on-demand and
Media
library
Figure 1: LAN configuration
video-on-demand file servers in
Tables
Client
Standard titles
cable system headends of the
workstation
Text schedules
future: how are videos selected by
Schedule listings
Media library
both the system and the subscriber,
On-air library
and how are these videos played
Client
Scripts/playlists
when requested?
workstation
One of the fundamental ingrediPromotional templates
ents of the system to manage such
an inventory is adatabase which
RAVE ,
control
system 1111 describes the videos, audio, play
Client
schedules, promotional philosophies
workstation
and availability models. At Prevue,
aMicrosoft SQL Server is utilized,
Scripting
operating on aDual Pentium,
Ethernet
Windows NT Advanced Server.
network backbone
To all
Working with this server are anumplayers
ber of "client" applications. These
and devices
have been developed in Visual C++
Client
and Powerbuilder (a GUI applicaworkstation
tion development language for
SQL).
Applications that operate on a
client PC include:
By Bert McCoy, Director of Research and
very dynamic,
V setting apromotional philosophy
Development, Prevue Networks
and provides
V establishing aschedule of when programs
hope for very
are to air
e've all heard the terminology: informareliable and
V media library
tion superhighway, video file servers, video
flexible video
V aprelog process to filter data
on demand. But the fact remains that these
player/recorders
V an edit list to present data for final user
things, though much discussed and written
of the future.
approval
about, mean different things to different peoBut at Prevue
V ascripting engine
ple. What's more, there are so many claims
Networks, on a
V the on-air hardware control and media
concerning the state of technology, we're connetwork level,
The first application in the system is the
stantly forced to confront the question of what
we're already
media library. It's important to describe media
is real and ready for production, and what is
dealing with
(video) in as much detail as possible. This will
only in aresearch lab.
these challenges
allow for computer systems to search, find and
When the information superhighway
on adaily basis,
play media, depending on the needs of the
arrives, with all the fabulous claims of hunand many of the
user (in our case, this encompasses our prodreds of channels and mountains of informathings we've
motional philosophy—on asystem level, the
tion, the challenge to cable engineers is this:
learned may
needs would depend on the amount and type
how do we manage the delivery of these chanprovide lessons for the cable system engineer
of video-on-demand asystem intends to
nels and all this information to thousands of
of the "information superhighway" future.
offer). Items described in the media library at
locations?
Prevue's Random Access Video Effects
Prevue include video or audio tags, and lanConsider the problem of how to schedule,
(RAVE) control and management system is
guages.
program traffic, and control over 3,000 videos
the heart of Prevue Networks' open architecBecause Prevue supports several languages
aday, from alibrary of more than 50,000
ture Network Control System (NCS). While
including French, German, English and
unique video programs. What MPEG offers is
some analogies relating anetwork system to a Spanish, this is akey factor in managing the

1

the HAV É

W

How do we

manage the

delivery of this
information to

thousands of
locations?
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video needs. A cable system
Figure 2: Digital player configuration &beyond
with alarge number of subscribers who speak foreign
RS232
languages (e.g. Spanish)
controls
Video
Audio
Laser disc
might have similar needs.
The media library also provides tracking for the media,
Laser disc
and allows restrictions by
network, digital record parameters and length.
Laser disc
In the Prevue model, the
selection process is first
qualified by using program
Video file server
schedules of the national
networks and local outlets.
This schedule is compared
to the videos available for
RAVE PC
promotion by aprelog
process, which includes a
group of broadcasters and a
date range. An edit list
application allows editors to
refine videos selected to go
MPEG digital
on-line. Editors then use
video file server
specified edit lists to obtain
the needed video (via satellite or videotape), edit the
off-line library to laser
discs, merge scheduled ads,
CD jukebox
and to move videos from the
off-line digital library (CD
Digital video CD ROMs
Juke Box) to the on-line
video file server/player sysMPEG encoder
tem.

Router

1

Router

DVE

Audio mixer

PREVUE
on-air video

(---

Other audio
sources

Future transmission computer

Fn-air
audio

MPEG-2 video
to satellite

Play configuration
Once the videos to be
placed on-line are decided,
the scripting engine (or in
the case of alocal system,
the user input) determines the precise play
configuration. This includes the hardware limits of the system, as well as the promotional
philosophy. See Figure 1.We call our system
RAVE, which is an acronym for Random
Access Video Effects. The key words here are
"random access," something imperative to
Prevue's ongoing operations, and acrucial element in the cable system of the future.
On-line hardware in Prevue's current system consists of multiple laser disc players,
right and left video/audio routers, adigital
video effects (DYE) unit, and an audio mixer
controlled by aprimary and backup computer
system
The multiple laser disc players offer several
hours of on-line video to be selected by the
on-line system. Laser disc players offer arandom access selection method, meaning videos
can be chosen from any disc, anywhere on the
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CE burner
FDDI Local Area Network
disc. The only
instruction the
system needs
is aplayer
number and a
starting frame.
The right
and left
video/audio
routers allow
the system to
select any two
players from
the multiple
laser disc
players for the
quarter-screen, two-source Prevue promotional
philosophy (which makes up Prevue Channel's
unique on-screen look in 35 million cable
homes). Different audios can be switched with
different videos so that video can be played

One of the

fundamental

ingredients of the

system to manage

such an inventory
is adatabase.

from one laser disc, with the audio being
played from adifferent disc.
The DYE unit allows the system to shrink
full-screen video to quarter- or half-screen in
real time—perhaps aunique requirement for
Prevue's needs, but nevertheless demonstrating the versatility of the system. The unit can
also store aseries of key frames as one digital
effect to perform real-time spinning, resizing
or turning of the video picture. Up to 100
effects can be stored in the unit, which can be
recalled at any time by the on-line system.
The audio mixer provides selections of different audio inputs including mixing of background music from other audio sources such as
digitized audio on aPC.
The computers which actually control the
hardware are 486-class PCs, with multiple port
serial cards operating under Windows for
Workgroups. The primary computer retrieves
the "script" from afile server, and copies it
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another analogy could be drawn in this scenario. In order to assure the best possible promotional impact for our national advertisers, a
third-party software system is used, based on
Nielsen demographics scheduling and formats
which are widely accepted. The ads are
merged with the program schedule during the
scripting process, matching the ideal scheduling as closely as possible.
The RAVE system then logs all advertising
for affidavits in case make-goods are needed.
With so much intelligence in the play system,
the RAVE computer can detect any failure of
its devices and report problems. Final affidavits still come from monitoring the network
from several sites.

The script

Although Prevue will eventually evolve to using MPEG-ll digital hard disk drives, the network presently uses high quality laser disks for source material.

As atelevision show or amovie begins with
ascript, so the Prevue system depends on a
script for its operational blueprint. The script
entry is broken
down into
multiple
events, each
associated
with the time
an event
occurs. One
script entry
can be broken
down into
many events,
such as laser
player "seek
and plays,"
routing of
video and
audio, and
selection of
the video and
audio effects.
Scripts can be changed or updated in the
background as needed, as promotional spots
are being played.
On the horizon at Prevue is the replacement
of the laser disc players with MPEG players.
The playback concept is essentially the same,
but instead of seeking and playing on laser
disc players, MPEG files are opened and
played on the MPEG players. Also, instead of
having scheduled disc changes with laser disc
players, videos are updated in the background
on MPEG players.

On the horizon

at Prevue is

the replacement
of the laser disc
players with

MPEG

players.

Prevue Network services are collected and assembled at Prevue's Tulsa, Oklahoma headquarters.

onto its local hard drive to begin the playing
process. The script drives the system, telling
the computer where the videos reside, what
digital video effect to perform, what external
audio needs to be mixed in, and when to play
the promotional spot. One script entry usually
plays one promotional spot.
Since the players all have intelligence, the
RAVE control computer is informed when a
failure occurs. This allows several error recovery paths, including alternative routing when

neccs,ary.

National ads
Prevue Networks services are advertisersupported, and the cable system of the information highway future will no doubt continue
to look to local advertising for aportion of its
revenue stream. While Prevue provides national advertising through its national network system (and, of course, allows affiliate systems
the opportunity to sell local avails), perhaps

Digital network control
Prevue is in the final testing and development stages of adigital network control system, incorporating MPEG video into each
Prevue Networks service. Initially, this will
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Player 1

Player...

Player 2

Left performer

Live cut-in
satellite backhaul

Player n

Right performer

250 CDs with 4CD drives allowing storage of
more than 150 hours of video) form the offline library. All CDs are cataloged into the
database for quick retrieval. A video is copied
to the on-line digital MPEG player afew hours
before air time to allow asafe margin. The
RAVE system then selects the video and plays
it using the same random video concepts
developed for laser disc playback. The on-line
player uses aRAID 3SCSI system, which is
available from several vendors. Currently,
Prevue is using Micropolis VOD technology,
allowing more than 12 hours of video storage.

Conclusion
Figure 3: Current laser disc configuration
allow for trafficking of random access video,
with conversion to analog before transmission.
However, this will establish the digital library
which can be transmitted digitally to cable
headend file servers when systems are
equipped with the proper hardware.
Prevue's staff of editors receive raw video
from broadcasters, studios and network promotional feeds. The library of work tapes they
build includes several promotional videos for
use on Prevue Channel and Sneak Prevue. The

digital MPEG encoder is set up to encode several videos from the same tape with a"batch"
file for processing. This batch file is created
by the prelog application (see section on
"applications") and the edit application, allowing final quality control of the videos to be
encoded. Once encoded, the produced videos
are stored on aWinchester (computer) hard
drive until enough are accumulated to transfer
to aCD ROM.
A set of CD-ROM juke boxes (typically

Prevue's open architecture platforms support state of the art technology, while helping
to create the gateway to future technologies
and applications. Although Prevue has been
developing its services with MPEG-1 and
enhanced MPEG-1 products, the intent is to
launch digital services using the cable industry
standard of MPEG-2. All support applications
have been
developed,
and are in the
final testing
stages as
Prevue prepares to
launch
MPEG-2
applications
when MPEG2decoders
and IRDs are
received.
MPEG-2
has been
endorsed by
many major
set-top vendors as the system of choice for the
future. Prevue has been involved in the technology as it has evolved from DVI to JPEG, to
MPEG-1 and finally to MPEG-2. Though there
are likely to be future versions of MPEG,
MPEG-2 forms asolid foundation with sufficient
quality and cost savings in bandwidth reduction.
MPEG-2 is the best solution for our customers. Launching an interim digital technology destined to become an obsolete dinosaur
would be adisservice to the 3,000 cable headends served by Prevue. New digital services
will embrace the best digital compression
technology, but Prevue's ability to deal with
complex video management issues today
means asmooth transition as the industry
transitions to the reality of the brave new
world of video on demand and the information superhighway. CED
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as the system

of choice for
the future.

O

Qintar, Inc.
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eDrake line of commercial modulators
exemplifies Drake's hard-won reputation for
pushing ahead in technology while retaining
acommitment to producing products of the
highest quality and reliability.
Whether you utilize the VM2310 for smaller
system distribution or meet the demanding
requirements of stereo audio distribution in a
large cable system with the VM2552, you can
count on the consistent level of technology and
commitment to quality for which Drake is well-
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Frequency agility, for systems up
to 23 channels

respected. Technology and commitment
that operators and installers have come
to trust.
And the Drake line of commercial
modulators are manufactured with a
commitment to quality in America by an
American company — Drake...
atrusted world leader in
communication equipment
since 1943.
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TELEPHONY O PPORTUNITIES

Entering the
voice
telephony market
Dialing
for dollars

By Dick Swan, Director, Strategic
Marketing, and C. Derrick Huang, Manager,
New Business Development, Northern
Telecom

T
raditional barriers once separating cable TV

entiating themselves from telephone companies, build alow-cost infrastructure, and provide the supporting operational functions.

Entering the voice market

The U.S. local and long-distance telephone
market generates five to six times the revenue
of the cable industry. The sheer size of the
market is alluring. While many see the monthly fees as the key attraction, an even more
appealing source of revenue, hidden to casual
observers, has the potential to yield substantial
profits for new entrants: the access charge.
A long-distance carrier typically keeps only
60 cents of every
Figure 1: Why telephony?
dollar it collects; the
Access
balance is "remitted"
charges
through tariffs to the
local telephone companies connected on
60B
either end of the call.
A long-distance carTelephony
rier may own a
Long au!: $82B
cross-country network but still must
pay, in the form of
Source: 1992 aggregate U.S. data
the access charge,
local telephone companies (or other carriers) for the connecCable TV
$25B
tions to end users.
The amount of
access charges collected in the United
States in 1993 was approximately $25 billion,
deployment of broadband technologies. The
representing almost 40 percent of local teletwo industries—along with their once neatly
phone companies' total revenues and roughly
segmented markets—are converging.
equivalent to the size of the entire cable indusIn this transition, both camps find themtry (see Figure 1). This amount is so large that
selves in the position of defending their own
companies have been established solely to
markets while trying to gain access to the othconnect businesses directly to long-distance
er's. For cable companies, this means offering
carriers to "bypass" local telephone companies
profitable telephone services, among other
for ashare of the access charges.
things. But how should they approach amarCable companies are in aposition to capket that is historically reliant on asingle
ture part of the access charges by providing
provider, the telephone company? To be sucaccess service to residential users and small
cessful, cable companies must do several
businesses. Approximately one-seventh of resthings right: develop aworkable entry strategy
idential subscribers (15 million lines) and twothat attracts (and retains) customers by differproviders and telephone companies are disappearing, achange driven by increasing re-regulation of cable revenues and stagnating
growth in the telephone industry. As aresult,
cable companies are exploring ways to provide telephone services over their existing distribution infrastructure, while telephone companies look to offer video services through the

-mu
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thirds of business lines (20 million lines) are
"high-toll" users, spending $100 or more per
month on long-distance calls (see Figure 2).
This group of high-toll users is potentially the
target segment to generate access revenues for
cable companies.
One obvious incentive for conversion is
discounted long-distance rates—cable companies can undercut telephone companies' current access charges while still making profits.
Once cable companies enter the telephone
market through this segment, they are in a
good position to offer services to all telephone
subscribers. While most large businesses are
already connected directly to long-distance
carriers through private lines, the preponderance of small establishments ensures alarge
enough market to court aggressively over a
long period.
Ironically, asuccessful campaign by cable
companies to enter voice telephony may trigger dramatic and fundamental changes in the
industry. Telephone companies, alarmed at the
loss of akey source of revenue, are likely to
press regulators for more competitive—and
lower—access charge tariffs. Therefore, it is
important not to build abusiness case based
on fixed regulations and tariffs over time.

Along-term strategy
Initial price incentives offered by cable companies are not sustainable: telephone operators
can easily snap back customers with abetter
rate. To maintain acompetitive advantage over
time, cable
companies
will need to
differentiate
themselves
from telephone companies on service
offerings in
ways that are
difficult for
traditional carriers to match.
Bundling
voice and
video services
is one. For
example, a
subscriber
package that includes basic telephone service
and aset of cable TV channels would be an
attractive offer to many people.
Another area cable companies can exploit
to attract and retain telephone subscribers is
the provision of advanced features. Telephone
companies currently charge, on average,
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Standby Power Supplies Engineered
for Today's Cable TV Networks
Small Simple StandbysTm from
Power Guard will save you money,
short and long term.
Since SSSTM is available in two battery
(3-6-9-12 or 15 amp ratings) or three
battery (3-6-9-12 or 15 amp ratings)
configurations, you can maximize
efficiency and reduce your power bills
and battery costs by choosing the right
model for each power supply location.
If your power requirements change simply upgrade the power module.
Small Simple StandbysTM will grow with
you.

1-800-288-1507

And because our studies have
shown that most power supply
locations actually use less than 9
amps of power -we strongly
recommend that you consider our 24
volt units for those locations. You get
an immediate 33% savings in battery
costs and still have up to four hours
of standby run time.
Small Simple StandbyTM -The right
product at the right time for the right
price. No wonder we continue to be
the fastest growing power supply
company in Cable 7\/.
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all numbers in the existing local telephone directory. Telephone companies,
trunks and Centren lines
however, typically charge between 50
10 m PBX*
cents and $5 per directory number. They
Business w/
20 m lines
$5 g
high toll calls
may even deny the listing of competitors' numbers. Access to white pages
5m PBX*
may, therefore, turn out to be an entry
10 m lines
Business w/
barrier.
Financial target is
low toll calls
V 911—Not only does the subscriber
$16 8
access charge (more
need
areliable and direct link to a911
than
S25B)
received
by
15 m
LECs. First market
center, but the cable company must also
focus is the 23% lines
Residence w/
have the ability to automatically downgenerating 61% longhigh toll calls
load specific data about the calling
haul revenues.
party—location, for example—from a
90 m
database to the emergency bureau.
Residence w/
Today, cable companies should be able
low toll calls
to pass on 911 calls to service centers
Total
with
relative ease.
LEC: $18B
'IXC: $44B a l
LEC: $20B
Ion g-haul
V Operator services—Customers expect
interLATA
intraLATA
access
revenue:
($68 access)
to receive operator service from atele$82B
phone provider. Because of the complexity and cost associated with such operaFigure 3 Infrastructure for customer interfaces
tion, chances are that many cable companies
may not want to establish their own, at least
Business office
initially. Fortunately, they can outsource this
Provisioning
function to third-party operator service
Engineering
providers. As cable companies' telephone
Activation
business grows, they may want to run operator
service themselves and even use it to generate
additional revenues (by leasing to others, for
Operator services
instance).
•Credit card
Trouble desk
V Billing ser•Collect
maintenance
vice—The
Directory assistance
real-time,
)
trii
transactionbased billing
Residential
of telephone
us
service is
quite different
911
from (and a
lot more comBilling
plex than) traWhite pages
Yellow pages
ditional flatrate cable TV
between $3 and $6 amonth over regular
ing cable networks. A comprehensive definibilling. As with operator services, third-party
monthly fees for custom calling features—
tion of "voice telephony," however, extends
firms can transform calling data (generated
such as call waiting, call forwarding and conbeyond building the physical network to proautomatically by the telephone switch) into
ference calling. Because the additional cost of
vide dialtone (see Figure 3). Cable companies'
customer bills and usable records for the cable
providing such services is relatively low, cable
telephone users would expect alevel of service
companies.
companies could bundle and offer these feaas reliable and responsive as that of the estabIn addition, other components need examitures and services at acompetitive rate as an
lished local telephone companies. The componation and implementation. Among them are
incentive to attract new subscribers. Because
nents of service discussed below, among othtrouble desk and business office. Any subthe revenue from the features is important to
ers, are critical to acable company in entering
scriber that acable company enlists is likely to
the telephone companies, the danger that they
the telephone market:
take these things for granted and will quickly
would retaliate and match the offer is minimal.
V White pages—When subscribers sign up for
become disillusioned if such provisions are
voice service through alocal cable operator,
absent or substandard.
More than dialtone
they would expect that their telephone numMuch effort—and progress—has been made
bers be listed in adirectory and that aset of
Technology
in solving the technology issues inherent in
white and yellow pages be delivered to them
Today, technology is the least likely entry
providing voice telephone services over existeach year. An ideal solution would be to list
barrier to the voice telephone market. Some
Figure 2: An entry model: targets

Li nes

•PBS includes PBS

,
,
ir

Today, technology

is the least likely
entry barrier
to the voice

telephone market.
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solutions already exist; others are far along in
the development cycle. Many vendors are
planning access products that upgrade the
existing cable TV plant to provide voice telephone services. Most of these products plan a
multi-vendor connection to atelephone switch
using either the industry-standard TR008 interface or its next-generation TR303 version.
The TR008 or TR303 interface makes the
cable TV network appear like the existing local
telephone company voice distribution plant
(see Figure 4). The TR008 interface is the easier to implement but requires more switching
equipment, because it lacks agood bandwidth
"concentration" capability as that of TR303.
Most of the available telephone switches
used by the local telephone company are
applicable to the initial cable company requirements. On the access side, many of these
switch products already have the TR008 and
TR303 interfaces. The trunk side uses standard
DS-1 circuits (consisting of 24 digital voice
channels). Trunk groups to the local telephone
company are required for cable subscribers to
talk to other phone users in alocal calling
area. Direct trunks to long-distance carriers
that bypass the local telephone company are
necessary for cable companies to retain their
share of access revenues.
To ensure that the cable company can offer
the same modern services, such as caller identification, provided by the local telephone
company, signaling on the trunks should
employ the modern Signaling System No. 7
(SS7) format—which uses adata link for call
control—rather than the older tone and pulse
signaling. Additional trunks are required for
specialized applications like operator services,
directory assistance services, and 911 emergency bureau access.
Digital telephone switches can serve from
less than 1,000 to more than 100,000 subscribers. While it is possible to deploy aswitch
for every headend, amore likely architecture
would use alarge switch to serve multiple
headends within acommunity. A consortium
of adjacent cable companies could even share
ownership and operation of one switch.

1

Regulation

j

While technology may be stabilizing, regulation at both the federal and state levels is
transforming. Although it seems inevitable that
competition in the telephone market will happen, the rate will vary from state to state,
because some are ahead of others in liberalizing local telephony.
Three key issues drive the regulatory discussions on allowing cable operators to enter
the voice telephone market: numbering, inter-

connection, and carrier status.
V Numbering—Cable companies need to supply their subscribers with telephone numbers if
incoming calls are to be recognized by the
public network. There is aprocedure for companies other than telephone operators to get
numbers, although it is not without controversy. As voice customers migrate to cable companies, the ability to keep the same numbers,
an issue known as "number portability,"
becomes important. Resolution will require
coordination among telephone companies and
competitive carriers (like cable operators).
Voice telephone business cases should not
depend on number portability—it is not likely
to happen in the near future because of the

more mutually compensated tariff.
V Carrier status—If cable companies providing
voice telephone services are classified as cocarriers (that is, full peers to the telephone
operators), the interconnection charges may be
lower, but they are likely to be subject to similar stringent regulations that govern telephone
utilities. Re-sellers, on the other hand, are less
regulated but may have to live with many unfavorable tariffs posted by telephone companies.

Apromising future
The opportunities for the cable industry in
voice telephony are enormous, and learning to
understand and strategically approach the market can be both challenging and fun. If tradi-

Figure 4: Network infrastructure

Directory
assistance

TR008 or
TR303
interface

cost and complexity involved.
V Interconnection—To complete calls within
alocal calling area, cable companies need to
connect to the facilities of the local telephone
operator. The interconnection is regulated on a
state-by-state basis, and in some areas telephone companies can block any competition
from connecting to their networks. How easily
and cost-effectively the interconnection can be
made will have amajor impact on the viability
of acable company's voice business.
Current tariffs are one-sided in favor of local
telephone companies; in some cases, the interconnection fees may be as high as the total revenues from local calls. It is beneficial for cable
companies to drive regulatory changes to a

tional wireline telephony is blocked as an
entry point, wireless personal communications
services (PCS) or partnerships between cable
operators and long-distance carriers —areas
that are just beginning to be explored—can
become feasible alternatives for delivering
voice services to local subscribers.
Voice telephony over cable networks is neither as simple, nor as complex, as it first
appears. With due diligence, cable companies
are almost assured of ashare in the vast telephone market. What remains to be seen is how
far the marketplace will accept alternate
providers, and to what extent, and in what
fashion, regulators will allow competition to
take shape. Clap
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What remains is determining whether the
response variation of each test channel at the

Although the standard mulliburst does not provide apacket at 3.75 MHz (the FCC specified
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Table 1
Burst (MHz)

Amplitude in IRE units

Difference (dB)

CO Mod. input

@ HE output

0.5

80

82

+0.21

1.0

82

84

+0.21

2.0

81

90

+0.92

3.0

78

77

-0.11

3.58

60

55

-0.76

determined above, the channel is certainly within specifications. If it does not, the next step will be to subtract
variations that occurred before reception by the cable
system. That is covered below.
The most straightforward method of measuring
multiburst packets is to demodulate the signal and display it on awaveform monitor which has aline select
capability that allows individual lines of video to be
displayed. Figure 2shows the test setup. It is essential
that the demodulator used not contribute significant inband variation of its own or it will mask the variation
of the equipment being measured. Laboratory demodu-

lators are available from several sources, but many
operators get by with acarefully selected RF, non-volume-control convertor feeding agood headend-quality
demodulator.
Tune to the channel to be tested and select the proper line for multiburst display. Measure and record the
amplitude (in IRE units) of each of the bursts up to and
including 3.58 MHz.
The response, given in the FCC's units, is calculated
using the following formula:
1
fMaximumBurstAmplitude
Response (±dB) ,=-j
20 log
MinimumBurstAmplitude

Measuring as-received variation
Il the variation at the headend test point is within
that allowed the headend equipment, the channel passes
the FCC criteria. If it does not, or if it is desired to
determine the actual contribution of the headend equipment, then the next step is to determine the response at
the headend input.
For modulators, this is simple. Connect the waveform
monitor directly to the output of the satellite receiver or
video source and record the level of each packet. This
can be done without interrupting programming if the

CableFile
RESEARCH

Cable Databases for Marketing and Research
CableFile System Database
•The most complete, up-to-date file of US cable operations available anywhere.
•Each listing contains key personnel and plant information.
•Updated on a daily basis as changes occur. Complete quarterly updates done as well.
•Entire Database or Customized Database available.
•Receive quarterly, semi-annual or annual updates with the CableFile Update Program.

CableFile MSO Database
•Provides pertinent information about corporate operations.
•Each listing contains names of 10 key personnel—DECISION MAKERS.
•Includes company-wide subscriber counts, pay subs, pay units and homes passed.
Both databases are available in electronic and label formats.
Custom research services also available!
For more information, call (303)393-7449.
600 S. Cherry St., 4400 •Denver, CO 80222
Circle Reader Service No. 32
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Difference n(dB) =20 logamplitude
Output
Input amplitude

ri

n
j

Table 1shows aset of typical data. From this it can be
calculated that the contribution of the headend to the total
frequency response is the difference between the largest
and smallest numbers in the last column or +0.92 -(-0.76)
= 1.68 dB, or in the FCC's terminology, ±0.84 dB.
Processor channels are handled in exactly the same
way, except that instead of connecting the monitor to
the video input, the agile demodulator is connected to
the RF input signal.

Channel with no VITS
II the programmer does not provide usable VITS
signals, the simplest solution is to insert VITS at the
headend using inserters available from several manufacturers. This has the added advantage of providing a
flat source, so response can be measured directly at the
headend test point. Full field test signal generators are
less expensive, but require removal of an active channel from the system and are not recommended.
Another solution is to substitute programming from
another video source that has usable VITS, but that is
not recommended for the same reason.
Processor channels are more of aproblem if the programmer hasn't provided usable VITS. One solution is
to combine an RF sweep signal with the normal antenna input, as shown in Figure 4. The sweep level is carefully raised to give arelatively clean response curve on
the spectrum analyzer, but not so high as to disturb the
AGC action.
The picture will have noticeably higher interference
while the measurement is taking place and operators
may decide to simply take the channel off the system
for the test duration.

Measuring the system as aunit
Measuring the headend and plant together avoids
mathematically adding the worst plant contribution to
the worst headend channel and, therefore, arguably
results in more accurate results for any given channel.
If it is desired to make the measurements that way, use
the techniques given above for making the headend test
point measurements at each test point for each channel.
If, at any test point, the in-band response exceeds the
FCC limit, then use the above procedures for making

Measuring the

measurements at the headend input (in the case of television broadcast stations, that will typically need to be
done quickly, as atmospheric conditions can affect
response over time, making the subtraction of asreceived response meaningless).
If any channels that the system wishes to include in
the test plan have no usable VITS, either VITS or an
RF sweep signal (for processors) will have to be inserted before the field measurements are made.

headend and
plant together
avoids
mathematically

Conclusions

adding the worst

All this sounds like alot more work than it really is:
V Determining plant response is afew minutes work,
given standard sweep trace photographs.
V Most satellite programmers and broadcast stations
provide clean, usable VITS.
V Most of the time asingle measurement on each
required channel at the headend test point will he sufficient.
With regularly swept plants and well-maintained
headends constructed using reasonable equipment, the
in-band response test should not be amajor burden for
testing or compliance. CM

plant contribution
to the worst
headend channel.
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monitor is connected after the modulator input, replacing the terminator, as shown in Figure 3. Note that the
monitor must now provide aproper termination for the
video signal or the modulator will be over-driven.
Now record the level of each of the bursts for the
channel being tested and compare them to the data
taken at the headend test point. Calculate the dB difference using the following formula:
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ATM causes

Support for
standard is growing

to rethink digital
By Fred Dawson

Accelerating progress in asynchronous transfer mode

technology suggests the time has come to rethink
approaches to implementation of digital communications over cable and telephone networks. Where strategists mapping first-generation interactive broadband
networks have proceeded on an assumption that frequency division multiplexing, combined with high levels of advanced modulation techniques, will be the best
approach to supporting avast array of multicast and
point-to-point services in the years immediately ahead,
asmall but growing number of network engineers are
beginning to question this assumption.
"Our job is to build anetwork that uses unified
Figure 1

IBM's campus networking concept
ATM concentrator

ri

ATM
desktops
OS/2 support

Ida

il
DOS/Windows
25.6 Mbps

•
ATM
LAN
emulation
server
(Novell)

ATM
bridge

ATM management
ATM

ATM attachment

local server
• Future product

• Available product

transport technology to support delivery of services to
whichever appliances the services are intended for,"
says Jim Chiddix, senior vice president of engineering
and technology at Time Warner Cable. What this
means, Chiddix explains, is avoiding segmentation of
services by frequencies, which locks asystem into
bandwidth allocations to various services and their
associated appliances.
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"We think what really makes sense is integration of
all signals into asingle digital transport scheme," he
says. "ATM provides avery interesting basis for that
transport function." Chiddix makes clear he isn't talking about "full-load" switching, where every signal
passes through an ATM switch. Instead, ATM transport
means packetization of all signals, possibly including
telephony, though that's uncertain at this point, in order
to permit "dynamic assignment" of bandwidth from the
headend and to allow an end terminal to readily read
what type of communication is coming in so as to route
it to the appropriate appliance.

Contacts with ATM Forum
Chiddix has been in adistinct minority with regard to
anticipation that ATM technology will be available as a
cost-effective solution to achieving these ends in time to
affect early rollouts of broadband networks. Most engineers argue that ATM, now in commercial use for LAN
interfaces to external networks and for high-speed data
routing at major switching centers, is along way from
having agreed-on protocols for desktop applications in
the work environment, let alone at the set-top.
But in expanding contacts between certain cable
interests and the ATM Forum, the ad hoc group of
companies which has been setting the standard, initial
steps toward achieving abroadband network compatible transport version of ATM are underway. Such a
version would simplify the five-byte header of the 53byte cell, eliminating processing and network management functions that are superfluous to the transport
task, thereby lowering the cost of implementation.
Dr. Richard Green, president of Cable Television
Laboratories, who addressed the ATM Forum in a
widely circulated speech last summer, reports tremendous interest among participating companies in the possibilities of achieving acost-effective solution. But, he
adds, "we're along way from unanimity on the subject
within the cable industry."
Nonetheless, according to informed sources, Time
Warner and Tele-Communications Inc., working with
CableLabs, are cooperating in an informal effort to map
out an ATM transport requirement for the cable industry that would give ATM Forum members better guidance as to industry needs. The parties were not available to comment on this development at press time.
Adding steam to the possible use of ATM in networks is the recently announced commitment of
Northern Telecom to supply an end-to-end ATM solution for broadband networks planned by New
Brunswick Telephone Co. of Canada (see related story,
page 8). NBTel says it will invest $300 million
(Canadian) to connect some 300,000 customers
throughout New Brunswick to hybrid fiber/coaxial
facilities by 1998, with 20,000 slated to be on line by
the end of next year.
As described by Gary Disher, project manager for
Northern Telecom, the coaxial service areas beyond
each fiber node will be limited to 80 households versus
the typical level of 500 in the U.S. This eliminates all
AUGUST
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NTHE FUTURE,
THERE WILL BEONLY ONE NETWORK.
THE DIGITAL NETWORK.
With full interactivity, the Digital Network features access
to virtually infinite channels, on-line services, video-on-demand, shopping
and games. It even features plain old conversation. If you're interested in giving
your subscribers access to the Digital Network, talk to the people who have almost
two decades of experience in digital networking. Call 1-800-NORTHERN.
We're here to get you there.
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Commitment to
the switched
broadband design
at such low
costs represents a
leap of faith

Ad Index

amplifiers and expands available coaxial bandwidth to
1GHz, versus 750 MHz with amplifiers. Seven ATM
switches will be installed throughout the province, each
serving about 30,000 customers, Disher says. All
broadband services, whether they are local broadcast,
satellite, video on demand or something else, will be
routed through the ATM switches, setting up adedicated link between the switch and each customer.
This doesn't mean all services will be switched in any
traditional sense of the word, Disher adds. Accessing
multicast services would be analogous to channel changing at the set-top, only it would be done at the ATM
switch. This process, where all signals are reformatted
into ATM packets, means that each user consumes only
the bandwidth required for the services in use at any
moment, from asingle data stream to the PC to multiple
service streams to several TVs, PCs and other appliances. Real switching would be limited to services that
are pulled in on demand from servers or to interactive
multimedia communications between end users.
Disher says each household will have an upstream
link to the switch of between 3and 10 megabits per
second, allowing for packetized broadband data
exchanges of every type, from PC-to-PC communications to interactive community games on TV.
Telephone service, currently provided over an all-digi-
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The role of IBM
One newcomer to the ATM race who could have a
major impact on the process is IBM. Where Big Blue
has been atraditional leader in networking gear for
LANs and private data networks of every description,
the company now recognizes that ATM will shift
economies of datacom networking toward the public
broadband networks, where it must sell its gear if it is
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tal fiber network using twisted pair copper in the distribution plant, will remain separate from the broadband
network for aperiod of four to five years, Disher adds.
Disher and Johnston acknowledge that commitment
to the switched broadband design at such low costs represents aleap of faith, insofar as ATM technology has
along way to go before it is commercially viable for
use in household terminals. Nonetheless, Johnston says,
"we think we can design the network to fit the state of
the art one year to 18 months out and come up with
something much better than if we didn't bet on ATM."
This is not afarfetched estimate, says Roger Pience,
director of engineering at the NCTA's Science and
Technology department. "That's within the crystal
ball," he comments, "but it takes someone like
Northern Telecom to make an aggressive commitment
to the capability. I'm elated at the news."
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to remain competitive.
"The switches in the family of products we're
announcing include components at the end point in the
neighborhood as well as the central office," says Gary
Byrd, program manager for the Nway Switch Product
Group. "And there are other elements tied to mass
media communications which we're not prepared to
talk about yet."
The core of the switching technology is anew ATM
chip, which has 16 entry and 16 exit ports, all operating
simultaneously. The first high-end "Nway" broadband
switch, coming on line in mid-'95, will operate at anet
switch aggregate throughput of 25.6 gigabits per second, the company says, with a51.2 gbps switch slated
for introduction at an unspecified later date.
Along with switches that address the network node
points, from public networks down to private LAN
interfaces, IBM is also jumping into the end terminal
game, where ATM is at afledgling stage of implementation. "We can do this now by providing ahigh-speed
clear channel connection to the desktop without worrying about specific ATM applications," Byrd says. "Our
product is positioned to add those applications as they
are defined by the Forum and as the market begins to
use them."
As things stand now, full implementation of ATM
capabilities at the desktop, where video, voice and data
are easily mixed and bandwidth is assigned dynamically, is too costly for most users. As aresult, the migration path seen for ATM to the desktop involves "LAN
emulation" so that atoken ring or Ethernet LAN can
become an ATM conduit through insertion of aspecial
adapter card at the desktop PC (see Figure 1). Byrd
notes the LAN emulation protocols have yet to be
finalized by the ATM Forum, but IBM, as have some
other vendors, is moving forward with production of
LAN emulation adapters which are compatible with the
functions as defined so far. IBM's system works over
existing wiring, while most other emulation systems
require rewiring.

Help for in-home wiring problems
IBM's move into ATM comes as the market for
equipment is picking up steam, especially in the area of
increased bandwidth requirements for wide area networks. A recent survey of 500 corporate network managers by Communications Week found significant
increases in networking budgets, with most of the
spending targeted to LAN and internetworking equipment, where ATM purchases are commonplace.
As vendors wrestle with the question of bringing
complex multimedia ATM functions to the LAN environment, the rising demand for ATM routing at the network interface levels bodes well for driving costs down
in areas of application that more directly apply to the
needs of mass media communications. "There are some
real synergies going on between what the cable companies are looking for and where ATM is fitting into the
traditional datacom marketplace," notes an executive at
aleading ATM supplier, asking not to be named.

If the optimists are right and ATM does turn out to
be acost-effective solution for transport to the home
sometime within the next two years, the technology, in
conjunction with deeper penetration of fiber, would be
an answer to one of the more daunting challenges facing implementation of digital compression over hybrid
fiber/coax networks. As CableLabs' Green notes, digital services represent amajor marketing challenge,
given the difficult electronic environment for digital
signals in the home.
CableLabs has just completed research into the general condition of wiring throughout the U.S., which,
says Green, "is all over the lot, even from one house to
another in agiven community." In typical home wiring
environments, impedance mismatches at connection
points create microreflections that break up digital signals in cases where advanced modulation techniques
are used.
Green says the data show that in alarge majority of
cases, the household wiring is good enough to support
64 QAM if the set-top boxes are provided with equalization or error correction devices. But such devices
add to the cost of the boxes, and, in an as yet unspecified percentage of really bad cases, are ineffective,
which means lower levels of modulation would have to
be employed or new wiring installed.
However, the situation for digital signals is worse
than these data indicate, Green says, because error correction devices cannot take care of the problem of transient noise that enters the home wiring system from use
of household appliances or from other sources. "The
transients are the real issue, because we have to teach
the customer to live with the problem," Green notes.
Where, today, analog signals are robust enough to
withstand interference from electronic noise generated
by vacuum cleaners or other equipment, tomorrow's
digital modulation techniques will not be so robust.
"Everytime my wife uses the vacuum, the digital music
service we get over cable goes out," Green says.
Overcoming such problems would require much
tighter wiring connections than are presently used
throughout the U.S., which would add ahuge expense
to the cost of building digital networks. This is one big
reason that NBTel has opted for an ATM solution over
fiber to 80-home nodes. By extending fiber deep
enough into the system, Disher notes, the ratio of
homes to coaxial bandwidth is low enough to avoid the
microflection problems associated with advanced modulation techniques. "We don't have to go to 64 QAM,
even though everything is digital," he says.
If, as many people believe, the early opportunity for
digital services will come in data connections to the
PC, the argument for ATM will be even stronger. "If
you're going to be providing everything from work-athome to on-line CD-ROM type entertainment to the
PC, you may as well go with astandard packetized data
scheme from the get-go," says aleading cable engineer,
speaking on background. "ATM, with broad market
support in datacom, is an obvious answer as far as
we're concerned." CIED
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ATM could be an
answer to the
daunting challenge
of implementing
digital compression
over hybrid
fiber/coax.
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RODUCT/SE VICES
CED Product/Services Update offers the latest
equipment and services available.
Many of these are featured at
the Eastern Show.
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CR-EZT
The Cable Tool Innovators

Need to make
up lost Revenue:

Assembly
Tool

Distributed by

1311113CCI
•Assembles
Raychem EZP®
connectors to cable in seconds
•One tool for both 6&59 Series
EZE® connectors
• A quick, easy-to-use connector assembly tool
•Consistent, error-free results
•Rugged steel frame with to 4_1e action allows maximum assembly force
with minimal effort
•Connector sizes clearly stamped on tool
•Durable, hot-dipped, full cushion handles will not slide off
•Another high quality, long lasting tool from CABLEMATIC
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A FULL LINE BUDCO CATALOG

CALL 1-800-331-2246

Cable Link has the SOLUTION...

THE LOW COST

MICROTROL No PLUS

Addressable Controller

$
2 499 00
9

SIA131SAS 318VSS3EICIOV

Ready for PPV?

Ripley Company

Features/Options:

•Cable Billing Interface
•ARU for Unattended Pay-Per-View
•Addressable Controller
•Continuing System Support
•Most Economical System Available •Custom Response Messages
•Custom Reports Menu
•Four-Line Input to ARU

CALL CHUCK MELLRING, PRODUCT MANAGER
FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION AND INFORMATION

Cable Link Inc.

Serving the cable industry throughout
NORTH AMERICA
MEXICO
SOUTH AMERICA

PH (614) 221-3131
FAX (614) 222-0581
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Circle Reader Service No 101

ACCESSORIES

Each update features a reader service number.
Additional information is available FREE by simply
completing the reader service card located
between pages 66 & 67. Make the most of this
special service by making your request NOW!

ANTENNAS

New! Fully Integrated Cable

ÍCash

Drawer,

• Secures cash receipts
• Accepts cash, checks,
or credit card payments
• Prints Register Receipts
• Improves CSR Productivity
• Stores Payment History
Reports and Totals
if Easy, Accurate, and
Fully Integrated with
GLDS Cable Billing
GIBRALTER:

Data Systems

dual axis controller.

DH Satellite

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

CABLE & WIRING TACKER

COI. 'ON eoymes Japeau oloi!O

giW reat Lakes
Call Now for More Information

(800) 882-7950
Three Dec .
ades of Cable Operations Experience!

LODE
CADD
Lode Data's integrated CATV Design and Drafting
software for AutoCAD release 11 and 12

170 1. 'ON aoyuas Japeau alo110

mount, standard with
RC2000, PC compatible

ONIJAVEICI /NOIS3C1

Dual Axis motorized Az/el

• Integrated Design and Drafting
• No more red-and-greens
• The standardization of AutoCAD

ARR
SHOOTS INSULATED STAPLES

Introducing the ARROW T-59 Wiring Tacker and the #5911
Series of UL listed Insulated Staples. The exclusive design of the
ARROW T-59 Wiring Tacker and the #5911 Insulated Staple
allows safe and secure installation of all types of wiring from 1/4"
(6 mm) to 5/16" (8mm) in diameter. The #5911 Series of Insulated
Staples with their special coating increases holding power by
over 3times.

Arrow Fastener Conspcmy, Inc.

271 Mayhill Street •Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662

• Free BBS service
• Free 90 day evaluation package

Lode Data Corporation
7120 East Hampden Ave
Denver. CO 80224-3000
Tel 303-759-0100
Fax 303-757-5604
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LODE DATA

CORPORATION
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• Automatic map cut-2 sec./map
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Circle Reader Service No. 115

2-1000 MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM's New PSA-65A
Portable Spectrum Analyzer
The newest in the line of rugged spectrum analyzers from
AVCOM offers amazing performance for only $2,855.
AVCOM'S new PSA-65A is the first low cost general purpose portable spectrum analyzer that's loaded with features.
It's small, accurate, battery operated, has awide frequency
coverage -amust for every technician's bench. Great for field
use too.
The PSA-65A covers
frequencies thru 1000
MHz in one sweep with
asensitivity greater than
-95 dBm at narrow
spans. The PSA-65A is
ideally suited for 2-way
radio, cellular, cable,
LAN, surveillance, educational, production and R&D work.
Options include frequency extenders to enable the PSA-65A
to be used at SATCCDM and higher frequencies, audio demod
for monitoring, log periodic antennas, 10 KHz filter for .2 MHz/
DIV range, carrying case (AVSAC), and more.
For more information, write, FAX or phone.

AVCOM

BRINGING HIGH
TECHNOLOGY
DOWN TO EARTH
500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236; 804-794-2500
FAX: 804-794-8284

Tricorder
Trunk Meter Capability

Dn

IN3INd11103 J.S31

TEST EQUIPMENT

CilRdSiN117
ervce
eaero.rce

nMeter Price

T

he newest member in the popular Tricorder
family, the Tricorder Ill measures Dgnal levels,
carrier-to-noise and hum, and monitors
leakage -all of the tests needed to maintain aCATV trunk
or active distribution system. A new bag-mounted antenna
offers as much as four times the leakage sensitivity as
earlier Tricorders. You can even option up to calibrated
leakage measurement with our new CU option pack
Trilithic
9202 East 33rd Street
Indianapolis, In 46236
800/344-2412
Fax 317/895-3613

11P TRILITHIC
See us at the Eastern Show, Booth 531

o
o
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Cablematic Outstrips
The Competition
The fast, easy way to strip & core cables is with
Cablematic cable preparation tools. Safe,
accurate and durable from start to finish. Look
to the leader in design, quality and service.
CALL NOW 1-800-528-8665
for a
NEW Full-line Catalog

eco ui
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• It takes the right combination of cards to
make a winning hand
• It takes the right combination of people to
produce a great product
• We've got what it takes at Cable Prep

BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO.
207 Middlesex Avenue, P.O. Box 373
Chester, Connecticut 6412-0373
(203) 526-4337 FAX (203) 526-2291 (800) 394-4046
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Cablematic Division
Ripley Company
46 Nooks Hill Road
Cromwell, CT 06416
Tel 203-635-2200
Fax 203-635-3631
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The issue: Emerging technologies/services
The advent of new technology has promised to revolutionize the cable industry and make cable network
providers an integral part of the nation's telecommuni-

cations fabric. But are the promises mostly hype, or are
they areflection of the industry to come? We'd like to
know what the operators think.

The questions:
1. When do you think digital video compression will
become commonly used to transmit video to the home
in most large, urban cable systems?

8. Does your video network design allow for the eventual provision of telephony services to local businesses
and/or residents?

1996

Yes

1997

1998

After 1998

2. Do you think your job will be significantly impacted
with the advent of digital networks?

LI

Yes

1
=.1

No

LI

Don't know

No

Don't know

9. If it was up to you, would you partner with your
local telco to provide telecommunication services?

LI

Yes

LI

No

LI

Don't know

3. Has your system considered constructing redundant
fiber rings to improve network reliability?

10. Has your system made any plans to activate the
return path of your network?

Yes

Yes

No

Don't know

4. How familiar are you with technologies such as synchronous optical network (Sonet) and asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM)?

Very familiar

Somewhat familiar

Yes

LI
No

LI

No

LI

Don't know

FAX

303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
We will tally the results
and print it in afuture issue.
Your suggestions for future
questions are always welcome.
We also want some written comments from you on
this subject. Names won't be
published if you request
your name to be withheld,
but please fill out the name
and job information to
ensure that only one
response per person is tabulated.
Your name and title

11. As of today, how many sheath miles of fiber are in
your cable plant?

Not familiar

5. Does your system presently offer data transport services for use by local businesses?

LI

LI

•

System name:
12. How many sheath miles of fiber will you have one
year from now?

LI

Your MSO:

Don't know
Location:

6. Is your system interested in providing transport for
on-line data services such as Internet, Prodigy or
America Online to residents?

LI

Yes

LI

No

Your overall comments:
Your job function:

LI

Don't know

7. Is your system interested in providing alternate
access/telephone bypass services?

Yes

No

Don't know
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The issue: Outages
The perception among many cable subscribers is that
their systems are unreliable and fraught with outages.
Cable operators say they've made tremendous strides in

Although cable operators
have made progress in
reducing outages over the
past several years, most
believe they can do even
more, according to the
results of our fax-in poll.
While nearly everyone
said aloss of signal for five
minutes is an outage, there is
wide disparity among operators as to what constitutes an
"outage" (three or more subs
served by the same device,
any interruption of service
affecting two or more subs,
all channels off for any
length of time are some
examples). Nevertheless,
three-quarters of those who
responded said they have
taken specific steps to
reduce outages, including
improving preventive maintenance, using better equipment, emphasizing training,
installing standby power and
surge protectors and
installing fiber optics.
Causes of outages were
most often tied to weather
and problems in the power
grid, which frustrates the
operators because they can't
control either cause. And
while most said their power
company is reliable, nearly
half said they have worked
with the local utility to
reduce outages.
Finally, although nearly
everyone said it is important
to track the location and
cause of all outages, fewer
than half have asked their
customers how they feel
about outages and how the
cable system performs.

74

providing more robust networks by adding fiber optics
and more reliable components. This survey asked your
views on the subject of outages.

The results:
1. Would your system term aloss of signal for five
minutes or less an "outage"?

9. Has your system performed surveys to determine
subscriber attitudes about outages?

Yes

Yes

No

45%

55%

No

82%

Don't know

18%

Don't know

2. What is your system's specific definition of an "outage"?

10. Do you feel it's important to track the location and
cause of all your system's outages?

See story at left

Yes

91 0/0

3. How many outages does your system suffer in atypical month?

Average =9.5

No

High =55

Low =0.33

4. Has your system taken specific steps within the past
couple of years to attempt to reduce the number of outages it experiences?
Yes

No

73%

27%

Don't know

9%

11. Has your system worked with the local power company to reduce outages?
Yes

No

45%

55%

Don't know
,
1•11

12. Overall, would you consider your local power
company to be reliable?

Don't know
Yes

,
11•1•11,

64%

5. If so, what steps were taken?

No

36%

Don't know

See story at left
6. Do you think your system could do more to reduce
the number of outages it experiences?
Yes

No

64%

36%

Don't know
1.1MMI

7. In comparison to two years ago, has your system
reduced the number of outages it suffers, on average?
Yes

No

Don't know

27%

73%

8. What is the source of the majority of your system's
outages?
Electronics Cable cuts

14%

6%

Accidents

14%

Weather

38%

Other

24%

Your comments:
"We probably have more service interruptions from
federally mandated testing than from equipment failure."
—Ron Peterson, Post-Newsweek Cable, Bisbee, Ariz.
"When tracking outages, it's important to track the subscriber impact as well as the number and types of
them."
—Keith Hayes, GCTV Dekalb, Ga.
"Trouble comes in bunches. We may go ayear without
amajor outage, then have two or three in arow. Most
come from thunderstorms."
—Roger Lee, Cablevision of Parsons, Kan.
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Even though
I'm retired...
CED keeps me
on course!

y, ear }
Frank J. Ragone
Vice President,
Engineering
Comcast Cable
Communications,
Inc.

1
THE CHOICE OF
ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS

C LASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE SYSTEMS ENGINEER
We are a leading Cable TV programmer, involved in the transition from Analog signal transmission to Digital compressed signal delivery. We seek an experienced Senior Engineer with
knowledge in the areas of CATV
system Design, Playback/Uplink
hardware and software, and
Digital Compression to assure
timely and successful implementation of this transition by working with equipment vendors and
cable operators to translate our
needs into implementable systems. The ideal candidate will be
a degreed Engineer, preferably
MSEE, with five to ten years of
applicable experience and a
good knowledge of Television
systems.
Please send resume
with salary history to:
P.O. Box 4917
Englewood, CO 80155

Leadership
for the next
Century

Leadership
for the next
Century
TECHNICIAN
Technician needed for
Florida cable television
system. Candidate will have
completed NCTI technician
course. Prior experience with
sweep equipment. Must be
able to use afield strength
meter and diagnose customer
complaints. Familiar with
detection and repair of signal
leakage.
Send or Fax resume
with salary history to:
Mark Beaubien
Century Cable
P.O. Box 2510
Dunnellon, FL 34430 >
MI
FAX: (904) 489-8895 ....De.
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Equal Opportunity Employer •.•.•,
Century Communications Corporation

PLANT MANAGER

Fast growing and progressive MS0 has aneed for atop quality Plant Manager
in Southern California. The successful candidate will possess solid technical
managerial skills and have at least 5 years experience as a Technical/Field
Manager. Addressable, microwave and sweep experience necessary.
Please send your resume and include salary history to:
Marks CableVision
4240 North Hallmark Pky.
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 880-0220

Earn Top Wages!
ARIES CABLE COMMUNICATIONS is seeking cable professionals with knowledge of all aspects of CATV, able to climb poles, do lashing,
upgrade cable systems, balance line extenders, feeder and truck amplifiers.
Own tools and truck aplus. Areas of work; Pittsburgh and Ohio.
Fax:

C
C

ENTURY
MMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

412 -531 -8102
412 -563 -4995
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Technical
Inside Sales
Hewlett-Packard and CaLan are
committed to supporting our cable
television customers. To demonstrate this, we are hiring technical
inside sales professionals to support
our test equipment product lines out
of our Englewood, Colorado office.

Hewlett-Packard offers an excellent
compensation and benefits package.
Please send your resume to:
Employment Response Center,
Attn: 0665, Hewlett-Packard
Company, MS 20AZ, 3000
Hanover Sfreet, Palo Alto, CA
94304-1185. Hewlett-Packard is
an equal opportunity/affirmative
action employer.

HEWLETT®
PACKARD
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The successful applicants must
demonstrate aworking knowledge
of CATV measurements, professionalism/sales skills, and the ability to
team with our manufactures representatives, and direct sales forces.

Marks CableVision is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

Call:

LEAD TECHNICIAN

Needed in 8100 subscriber
South Carolina cable system.
Candidate will have a
minimum of three years cable
experience
and
have
completed NCTI system
technician course. Must have
basic headend knowledge
and have the ability to handle
any system problem from the
television set to the headend
Send or fax resume with
salary history to:
Jimmy Clark
Century Cable
P.O. Box 1109
Laurinburg, NC 28352
Fax: (910) 276-0261
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

CAREER OPPORTUNITY WITH A CREATIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM
JOIN ONE OF AMERICA'S LEADING PUBLICLY -HELD WIRELESS CABLE TV COMPANIES

People's Choice TV Corp.
Immediate openings for the following positions, based in several domestic locations, now available. Excellent compensation, plus benefits, including 401K.
DIRECTOR, COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT -Responsible for recruiting, training, and
managing of multiple dwelling unit and commercial ROE sales persons and related administrative associates.
Prior experience preferred. Apply for position code JH1.
DIRECTOR, TECHNICAL OPERATIONS -Requires strong working experience with microwave, headends,
contractor supervision and technical operations management. Apply for position code MD2.
SALES MANAGERS -Requires strong proven direct sales and telemarketing management experience.
Apply for position code GD3.
MANAGER, CUSTOMER SERVICE -Management experience in daily operations of department, including
recruiting, hiring, motivating, training, evaluating to maintain peak customer service performance. ISD background amajor plus. Apply for position code JH4.
SUPERVISOR, MIS -LAN/WAN experience desired. Serve as network administrator and administrative coordinator. Education: Computer Science or related degree desirable. Apply for position code FB5.
SUPERVISOR, BILLING/DATA PROCESSING -Experience in cable billing systems. ISD background a
major plus. Apply for position code FB6.
PROGRAMMING TECHNICIAN -Experience in cable or other utility billing system preferred. Knowledge of
setting up and manipulating database systems required. Education: BS in Business or Accounting desirable.
Apply for position code MD7.
DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES ASSOCIATES -Responsible for generating necessary door-to-door sales to meet
weekly projections for new customers, pay penetration and other services. Generous compensation plan
available, including paid training, salary, commission and bonus. Apply for position code GD8.
PROJECT MANAGERS -Solid contractor, project management experience in urban cable systems with ability to manage amultiplicity of operational issues. Apply for position code BY9.
INSTALLATION/MDU/SERVICE MANAGERS -3 to 5 years experience as a technical manager in wireless
or CATV. Organizational and communication skills amust. Apply for position code BY10.
FIELD SUPERVISORS -Assume responsibility for monitoring the activities of installation technicians. Apply
for position code BY11.
Send resume with salary history to:

cfrepesTvo

People's Choice TV Corp.
Attn: Human Resources
6303 E. Tanque Verde, Suite 300
Tucson, AZ 85715

(Specify position on cover letter and outside of envelope. No telephone calls, please)
4- 21.1

Need some Help?
Let CED Classified's CAREER M ARKETPLACE recruit it for you!
With acirculation to over 18,000 cable television
professionals, reaching the right candidate is as easy as... CED.
To reserve classified space in the next available issue of CED, please call Tim Reeder at:
800-866-0206

610-964-4982

or

Fax to 610-964-4663.
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The National Electrical Code, (NEC 1993), is the
direct descendent of an electrical code first published
by the National Board of Underwriters in 1895. It is
currently sponsored by the National Fire
Protection Association. Its purpose is the
safeguarding of persons and property from
hazards arising from the use of electricity.
It is enforced by local and state authorities
who are responsible for interpreting the
rules and for waiving specific requirements
where equivalent public safety objectives
can be achieved.

Tips on
grounding
the service
drop

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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Bonding TV and electric service
The single, most critical requirement for
safety with respect to cable TV service
drop installations is to assure arobust
direct metallic connection (bond) between
the coaxial shield of the TV service drop
and the grounded service conductor (neutral) of the electric power system, at or
near the service entry.
Effective "grounding" to the earth is an
important and complex, but separate issue,
best handled by the electric utility.
"Bonding" between the coaxial sheath and
the grounded neutral should be the primary
safety consideration when installing cable
TV service drops. The electric power entry
conduit, meter base, and service disconnect
enclosure are normally bonded to the electric neutral, often at several points [NEC

250-50].
TV sets, convertors and VCRs are the only appliances in the home that are generally connected at the
same time to both the electric power system and the
cable TV coaxial cable. Switching transients and nearby lightning are likely to induce extremely large voltages between the TV coaxial shield and the electric
neutral. Unless they are effectively bonded together at
the residence, the TV appliances could be damaged or
set on fire.
Connections to earth by means of ground rods,
water pipes or other approved grounding electrodes do
not provide effective bonding, because of relatively
high earth resistivity. Although several hundred feet of
No. 12 copper wire have less than 1ohm resistance,
bonding conductors should be as short as possible
because of the transient impedance to momentary current surges with 1microsecond risetime.
The best arrangement (i.e. safest) is to place the
cable TV ground block close to the electric service
entry and bond directly to the meter base, entry conduit
or service disconnect enclosure with the shortest possible length of properly sized copper wire, usually No. 10
or 12 depending on the drop cable used [NEC 820-40].
Sometimes, however, the most convenient point of
entry for TV is at the opposite side of the house from
the electric service entry. Nevertheless, from the safety

point of view, the TV ground block should be located
as close as possible to the electric service entry, even
though this means "wrapping the house" with extra
coaxial cable. This more effectively equalizes the voltage difference between the TV and electric systems
than the alternative of wrapping the house with along
bonding conductor which would have substantial transient surge impedance. Driving aground rod does not
solve the problem.

Non-compliant electric service
In most cable TV communities, there are likely to be
some older residences (including even afew with
"knob and tube" wiring) in which the electric neutral
conductor was never grounded nor bonded at any point
on the premises, not even to the main disconnect enclosure [NEC 250-50]. Moreover, in some newer or
remodeled homes using Romex or plastic entry conduit, the electric service grounding conductors may
have been completely concealed behind drywall or
other structural features.
Unless the utility permit.
§
.bonding to ameter base
enclosure that is in turn bonded to the neutral, the
"accessible means for connecting intersystem bonding"
required by NEC has not been provided [NEC 25071(b)]. Only alicensed electrician can correct this situation. Under these circumstances, asafe TV service
drop cannot be installed until an electric service bonding point has been located, perhaps necessitating cutting into and restoring parts of the wall. These are
indeed delicate and unattractive options.
Driven ground rods for cable TV are not required by
NEC, and cannot safely be substituted for bonding to
the electrical system ground. Bonding to ahose bibb
(outside water faucet) is effective and safe only so long
as the hose bibb is also connected by metal pipe to the
electric system ground.

TV safe if bonded to electric service

Conduit protection for bonding conductors exposed
to physical damage has been specified by NEC in order
to assure that bonds will not later be interrupted by
accident [NEC 820-40(a)(5)]. The requirements that
underground metal pipe be in contact with the earth for
10 feet [NEC 250-81(a)], and that bonding connection
to interior metal pipe must be made within 5feet of the
entry wall [NEC 250-81], have been introduced
because of the growing use of plastic water pipe.
Failure to comply with such NEC maintenance
requirements does not indicate apresently unsafe condition if the TV shield is, in fact, electrically connected
to the power service ground. It only means that the
installation lacks NEC protections against the risk that
it could become unsafe at some future time if the
bonds were broken.
Any cable TV installation is safe just so long as the
coaxial drop cable shield is directly bonded through
metallic conductorsio the grounded electric service conductor close to the electric service entry point. CIED
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BOTTOM LINE

us CON-1=m Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make. Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
O Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.

D Experienced, factory trained technicians
D Stringent quality control procedures

D Security clearance of each shipment
D Efficient customer service
D Fast turnaround and delivery
BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* COUTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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Is Your Subscriber Drop Ready for the Future?
ANTEC's Integrated Drop System
ensures you are ready for the future.
Consistency, component compatibility and
longevity are not your only considerations when
engineering and purchasing your subscriber drops.
Consider these —
• Future services will require expanded
bandwidth. Is your drop system ready
and able to handle expanded bandwidth
up to 1GHz?
• In adigital world, poor drop installations,
incompatible components and loose
connections can cause signal loss or frozen
images. Is your drop system ready and able
to pass digital signals successfully?
• Truly interactive networks require the drop
to transmit or pass bi-directional signaling.
Is your drop system ready and able to handle
return signal with minimal signal loss?
Integrated drop systems are compatible
with expanded bandwidth up to 1GHz as well
as bi-directional and digital signaling. Build your
network for tomorrow. Use ANTEC's Integrated
Drop System today! Call your local ANTEC
representative for more information.

Our Cable
Integrated Services
Network (CISN) is a"blueprint"
for building abroadband network that
accommodates interactive services in a1GHz
spectrum. IDS provides the solution to the final,
critical link of the broadband network, the subscriber drop.
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